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This week
left
p.m.
on
Land Between the Lakes, free with
N3ture Station admission
•5:30 p.m. Sunset Canoe T rip;
Land Between the Lakes; ends at 8
p.m., $25 a canoe; call 270..9242020 for more information
•7:30 p.m. Cinema International;
"Into t he W ild"; Cu rris Center
Theater, free

Emily Kohl,
junior from

.... !!!!!!~~ ·A-ri~-·

Fort

Cunis Cen* Jup ballroom
•I p.& Puttin' by the Garden;
Homeplace. free with Homeplace

Branch,
Ind., per·
forms in
Realities on
Campus at
Lovett
Auditorium
on Wednes-

admission
•lpa. W~n'!IIOCc:et VI. NoJi)l
Dakota State; CUtchin Field. free
•5 p.m. binDer sponsored by the
NtwmaD House: ,Newman Center,

free
•7 p.m. Death of 'a Parent Support
Group; call 21o-210o4173 for more
iDfonution. &ee

any first

day.
Elaine KighVThe News
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to
W oods Hall: :all proceed s
IN€~edl_inj~; ends at 2 p.m.
p.m. CAB In terviews; SGA
first floor C urrls Center
School of .Mrlculture Back to
l"'""v''• Picnic: W est Farm outdoor
,,.,.,,.,.,r,nnrn· open to public, free
day to register for any full ~
JSCJmeSte,rcourse

a.m.~~=

m unity Service Project; T -room CODcourse, Curris Center; e nds at 8 p.m.
•2 p.m. T rash to T reasure sale; 2D4
floor W oods Hall; all proceed• to
Needllne: ends at S p.m.
•4:30 p.m. Stude nt Affairs R.a~r Rally;
W inslow Dining Hall; e nds at 8 p.m.
•5:30 p.m. Dinner at the Newman
House; Newman Center, free
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Now Playing
Cinema International

8oor WGCHb Hall: ends at S

••p& SGA f r eshma n Open HO,U~H~:I
Curtis Ceater first :floor; ends at
., p.m. Ttdlsatinl Pam' with

Vq.a.& All Stan; Old Tent Cityi ends

6:30 p.m., free
.'/ p.m. football vs. Liunbuth: ~t..'w ln 'ft
St.adium: free
•LaSt day for an 80 ;percent refund
textbooks at bookstore; :must
receipt

=
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! Into the Wild (USA):
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17"--:--....,.,.,..,...--------..
: Comino Up
I

•Auoust 29: Women's soccervs. Mississippi Valley; 3 p.m.: Cutchin Field. free

August 21·23

If you would like an event to
appear
in the This W eek section,
Book <Netherlands):
fill
out a form in the Murray State
August 28·30
News office at lll Wilson Hall, fax
to 809-3175 or e--ma il information to
: The Orphanage (Spain):
news@murraystate.edu
.
Sept. 4-6
Please submit events b y W ednes·
• days at noon. We cannot guarantee
: Movies bc~rin at 7:30 p.m. in the
: Curris Center Theater. Admission : all items receive d will b e pub·
: is free.
: lishcd.

:Black

.. .... .... ... ...... .... .. ..... ..... ... .. L---------------'

Police Beat

:Aug.l4
. 12:52 a.m. Murray State Police
at Ryan Lot arrested Lametre
Riley, nonstudent from Prince·
ton, Ky., for possession of a
controlled substance.
1:54 p.m. Murray State Police at
Five Points assisted a motorist
who had run out of gas. An
officer assisted in getting the
vehicle out of the roadway.
10:43 p.m. Murray State Police
• at 16th and Farmer streets
• il;sued a verbal warning for
· yelling out the vehicle win: dow.

:Aug. IS
10:11 a.m. Emergency Medical
Services advised officers a
helicopter would land at Stewart Stadium at 10:45 a.m.
7:28 p.m. T he residence director at Hart College reported
fire alarm trouble on the- second, fifth and sixth floors. Central Plant was notified.
7:47 "p.m. Two Murray State

students at Public Safety
reported they were chased by a
dog. The Murray Police
Department was notified.

Aug.l6
2:29 p.m. A caller from Pullen
Farm notified Murray State
Police that they would have a
controlled fire. The caller had
a burn permit from the city.
10:.12 p.m. The residence director at Franklin College
requested an officer speak with
a student about a possible
stalker. An officer took a
report.
10:32 p.m. Murray State Police
at Bailey and Wilshire streets
issued a citation to Colton
Marino.
freshman
from
Gilbertsville, Ky.. for 'having
an expired driver's license and
failure to maintain required
insurance.

Aug.l7
12:08 a.m. Murray State Police
at Bailey and Wilshire streets

arrested Corey Henson, nonstudent from Benton. Ky., for
driving under the influence.
11:40
A Murray State Offi·
cer checked near Pocket's at
12th and Chestnut streets after
a caller reported a man on the
roof of Pocket's who was going
to jump and kill himself. The
officer did not fmd the man.
4:17p.m. Mu rray State Police at
Waldrop and Chestnu t streets
issued a citation to Spencer
Sullivan, sophomore from
Smithland, Ky., for disregarding a stop sign.
4:29 p.m. Murray State Police
at RSEC issued a citation to
Thomas Riggs, no nstudent
from Paducah. Ky., for operating on a suspended operators
license.

3:24p.m. A caller from Stewart
Stadium reported a vehicle':;
tires were slashed while
parked at College Courts. An
officer took a report for criminal mischief in the third
degree.
4:58 p.m. A Murray State student at Public Safety reported
that their vehicle was broken
into while parked in a university lot. An officer took a report
for theft by unlawful taking
less than $300 .
10:02 p.m. The residence director at Hart College reported a
racial slur written on the wall
of the west e levator. An officer
took a report.

Aug. IS

1:21 p.m. A caller from the
RSEC requested Emergency
Medical Services for a subject
with a dislocated elbow. An
officer took a report.
2:05p.m. A caller from College
Courts reported the theft of a
bicycle and a camera. An offi-

a.m.

3:51 a.m. Murray State Pollee at
Route 121 at RSEC a rrested
Brenton Bailey, freshman from
Murray, Ky., for driving u nder
the influence and reckless dri·
ving.

Aug.l9

a.m. Augustl6

7:13
A caller from Franklln College reported a squirrel in a room OD
the fourth floor . Central Plant wu
notified
ccr took a report for the unlawful taking less than $300.
8:29 p.m. A caller reported a
car accident at Chestnut Street
and Regents Drive. T he Murray Police Department was
notified. An officer took a
report.

subjects got off elevator.
3-57 p.m. Following a call from
a student's mother, Mu rray
State Police arrested Josh ua
nonstuden t
from
Abreu,
Checotah, Okla., for criminal
trespassing and resisting
arrest. Abreu was selling magazines in Regents College.

Aug. 20
8:21 a.m. A caller from Springer
College reported a dog inside a
vehicle all night. Animal Control took the animal. The
owner called Public Safety and
the dog was returned. An officer took a report.
2:36 p.m. A caller from Faculty
Hall reported an elevator stuck
with people aboard. Facilities
Management was notified, and

Motor ist assists -3
Racer escorts - 3
Arrests- 5

Mia Walters compiles Police
Beat with materials provided by
Public Safety. Not all dispatched calls are listed.

Office 270.761.6800
Cell 270.227.2606
fax 270.761.6810

BANQUET CENTER
926 South 12th . Bel-Air Center

Private Parties, Mixers, Formals
:custom screen pnnt~ng, embroidery
·

decals and lettenng

lratermty and soronty men:hand1se
cornhole bags and boards
1409 MAIN §T.

759·4180

Bartenders,Sound System,DJ and Karaoke, Coord!nators
Decoration,Podium and Projectors Available

Catering Breakfast, Lunch, &
Dinner Daily I Office &Department
Parties • Delivery &Pick Up
Call For Menus References Available

Licensed and Insured I ABC Li uor Licensed
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-Great Beginnings introduces, prepares freshmen
..••
•r

Hailey Kercheval
Staff writer

Kristen Miller/fill'

Nt.-ws

· A freshman was entranced by hypnotist Tom Deluca In the Student Gov·
- ernment Association event in Lovett Auditorium on Tuesday plght.

Welcome to college.
For many first-year Murray
State students, the first week of
college is a daunting experience, but University officials
planned the Great Beginnings
program to help.
'The primary goal of Great
Beginnings i~ to get new students acquainted with Murray
State University and the com·
munity," Re'Nita Avery-Meriwcthcr, student organizations
director. said. "It is to let the
new students know that we arc
here for them, and that we are
really a big family to help them
whenever they need."
Great Beginnings began in
the 1990s and has since
evolved into a larger, more
varied program including lecturers. downtown tours, grills,
welcome tents, posters sales
and a hypnotist.
Avery-Mcriwcther s:1id the
most popular event of Great
Beginnings is Taste of Murray.

"We have OVl'r 90 vendors
involved in Taste of Murray,"
she said. ''Local businesses,
churches and civic groups all
participate to show new students what the community has
to offer and where they can go
for specific services."
Each event in Great Beginnings is useful in its own way,
Avery-Meriwethcr :;aid.
"For example. at the New
Student Convoe3tion, students
have the opportunity to meet
the author of the Fre!'hmen
Reading Experience book. and
Realities on Campus addresses
situations they may face in college," she said.
Freshman Carn Lyons, from
Shelbyville, Ky.. said she
enjoyed Realities on Campus
most out of the Gn~at Beginnings events.
"It covers a broad spectrum
of situations in an interesting,
engaging way," Lyons said.
Michelle Ford. freshman
from Carterville, 111., abo
thought Realities on Campus
was the most beneficial part of

Great Beginnings.
..It was really fun to watch,
not like sitting down for a boring lecture," F<Jrd said.
Both Lyons and Ford agreed
Great Beginnings is a positive
and beneficial :-;tnrting pnint
for incoming students al Murray State like themselves.
"It's a good program, and 1
like how it introduces us to
adulthood," Lyons s:1id. "It's
not a mandatory thing, but it is
up to [oneself) to be involved
and make the effort to get
involved."
Going to the events with a
First Year Leader we~s a great
help, Ford said.
"I stiU had a sense of community and horne going to the
events with my First Year
Leader," she said, "It helps us
not to be afraid of this new
environment, and we have
someone to talk to about stuff
we're going through."
Over the years there has
been an increase in student
participation with Great Beginnings. Avery-Meriw~::thcr said.

"Though the number of p)rticipating
students
lia.-;
increased, I'd like to see more
students coming to the actiYities we have for them,'' she
said. "I think students can take
somt•thing bcncfkial from
each event."
Comrnunicution of Great
Beginnings event's and pro·
gramming is essential, AveryMeriwether s aid. First Year
Leaders arc a valuable part ' of
new student involvement, :)he
said.
The FYLs lead, advised and
.....
accomp:m1ed frehmcn dur,ag
Great Beginnings.
::
..We also havt' a YouTttbe
video that will be online in
about six weeks that do<;u·
ments Great Beginnings 2008,"
she said.
.
Avery-Meriwether said she
is very grateful to Murray State
and to the community for their
help and support to make
Great Beginnings a success.

.

Hailcv Kerchc\·.11 can be
reached .11 hailcy.kcrchcv;!l@;
murra}'Statc.cdu.
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Freshmen orientation overkill
Is 'Summer 0' overrated?
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Rowing at Murray State continues on

•hat do you think•••

.:~:

are the freshmenorientation programs useful?

After devastating budget cuts, athletes pick up the pieces

"It got me to know the campus more, so I
think in someways it is helpful."

In My
Opinion

Felicia Gammon • Hawesville, Ky.
junior

"They're pointless ... all of the stuff they
tell you is common sense."
Aaron

Sarah Caudill • Lexington, Ky.
junior

Butler
Aaron Butler is a
graduate student
from Owensboro,
Ky.

''It seems very pointless because the
freshmen don't get anything out of it."

Breann Corely • Hawesville. Ky.
senior

'It's useless because they treat you like
children when you're in college."
Taylor Clements· Wilmore, Ky.
sophomore
Brittney

:.· the news '

The staff editorial is' the majority opinion of the editor:ial . · ··
board of The Murray State News.
··
Getting lost on the first day of school, dropping a tray of
food in Winslow, eating alone or getting a parking ticket are
all legitimate first-week nightmares for college-bound students.
Murray State does a great job of recognizing the apprehensions and uncertainties of first-year students. Various
departments within the University try to address these issue
by offering massive amounts of programing to ease students ·.....
into college.
· ,
While students do need to know how to schedule classes,
pick up their parking tags and get around campus, the Murray State News asks - how much orientation do first-year students really need?
For starters, incoming students are strongly urged to participate in a weekend-long Summer Orientation program.
They are also asked to participate in the week-long Great
Beginnings with social events and educational programs.
These programs coincide with President Randy Dunn's
goal to reach a student population of 12,000 by 2012 because
the programs are designed to maximize student retention
rates by increasing campus involvement. But, are these programs really working?
For example, to college students finding a party and taking
a nap are sometimes higher on the priority list than meeting
Silas House or attending a new student convocation. The
Freshmen Reading Experience is a great idea in theory, but
what recent high school graduate wants to be assigned sum·
mer homework?
The News recognizes the need for first-year students to
have a contact person to answer miscellaneous questions,
but between their Summer 0 Counselor, First Year Leader
and academic and residential advisers, are there any questions that have yet to be answered?
These students were resourceful enough to apply to college, get accepted and fmd their way to Murray.
If th~y haven't learned to problem~c»ve by now, they probably have bigger problems than getting lost on the frrst day.
of school.
/ ,. .,..·· ··
The News asks the University to look at frrst-year orientation programs with a less-is-more mind set. Give frrst year
students the benefit of the doubt. The transition into college
can be scary, but with a little freedom, The News has faith
they'll do just fine.

.

Meredith/Th~ N~~s j•. .

Following the events of last
semester, the rowing program
here at Murray State seemed
doomed in the eyes of many
observers from the outside
looking in.
The budget cuts, which sig·
nificantly diminished the
women's team and their
enrollment at Murray State.
also had a profound effect on
the men's program.
Even before the semester
was out. the leadership of the
rowing program resolved the
crisis in such a way, allowing
rowing to continue on this
campus for many years to
come.
One of the major questions
left in the wake of the women's program cut was whether
rowing would even exist for
women on campus.
The answer was found in
the existing men's team. The
men's program, although
receiving a significant cut in
its campus funding, operated
as a club sport and thus was
not as dependent on the athletic depanment for its sup·
port. Right up until the cuts,
both teams were working in
collaboration with each other
by sharing costs, equipment
and practice time. The solu-

tion to the problem of the
women's team seemed to be
inside that collaboration.
It was decided both crews
should merge under the leadership of one sports club: Murray State Rowing Club.
During summer break, much
has been done to build a
strong foundation for the
Rowing Club's first year united as both a wop1cn's and
men's team.
A constitution bas been
drafted to meet the needs of
the club, which is now preparing for its largest membership
base in recent years. Equip·
ment has been purchased,
which will guarantee Murray
State rowers will be compcti·
tive in this fall's southern
regatta calendar. Also key was
the return of Matthew Weaver
as team coach, who has been a
member of Murray State row·
ing for more than five years.
Although the rowing pro·
gram has now recovered from
its initial trauma dealt just a
few weeks before classes
ended last Spring, it seems
now ready to begin an
unprecedented year or successes.
Still, one cannot help but
think about all the female ath-

lctcs that will not be with the
team this year, those who had
scholarshlps suddenly canceled and those who. having
invested years of effort at their
sport, suddenly found it callously taken away.
Ultimately, it was never a
choice of whether this administration would continue rowing at Murray State. The deci·
sion was never in it's hands.
To it, cutting funding seemed
t<lntamount to erasing the 12·
year history of Murray State's
rowing program, but only the
rowers themselves possess the
choice to continue. In that
spirit, the rowing team does
continue.
We will carry the Ivy
League banner even if this
administration would rather
Murray State be more noted as
a community college-like
school.
So. in the wake of budget
cuts and the possibility, no
doubt, of futurl~ financial troubles for this school, one can
still be sure that at any given
day, somewhere out on the
water, rowers arc working to
maintain the prestige and
glory of Murray State regard·
less of trepidations against
them.

.·
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the news
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Ashley Edwards
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Agroup of Murray State News staff member.s gives its piece on a
different topic each week. This week's topic:

The Olympics
Ashley
Edwards
Editor in
Chief

.

Robin
Phelps
News
Editor

Hold the harassment:
surviving your first job

Let's fast forward
through time - a few
years from now, if all
goes according to
plan, you'll be clutching that coveted diploma. Afterward you
land the job of your
dreams in the perfect
location with the perfect salary.
"Yes, I think Beijing was a
"Yes, because they have the
Life is good, right?
"I wouldn't have picked it
good place for the Olympics.
"Yes, the Bird's Nest is
space and money. I especially
Right, except for the fact that your boss is
because it's pretty dangerous
: It'·s a beatiful place with a lot
a magnificent piece
like the design of the Water
a sexist pig.
·
of history.,
right now."
of architecture."
Cube and the Bird's Nest."
The more you tell yourself he's just joking when he calls you "prom queen," the
more degrading the comments.
With comments like these, it's no wonWhat is you favorite sport to watch?
der young, competent women keep hitting their head on the glass ceiling.
"Equestrian! I love watching
"Swimming of course because my
"Gymnastics. I ·love the floor and
"Indoor VolleybalL of
How is anyone supposed to take them
the
ponies
jump
insane
'kinfolk' (aka Michael Phelps) is
the bars."
course."
seriously?
heights.
Also,
equestrian
is
the
in it."
Workplace dynamics and gender roles
only Olympic sport involving
are
often confusing land mines, which are
animals."
hard to avoid in any job situation.
Men and women think differently. We
Who, in your opinion, had the greatest 2008 Olympi~ sl9J'Y?
all know that. but sometimes this means
messages sent from one gender is not
"Dara Torres. The 41-year-old necessarily received as intended by the
"Michael Phelps, the man is
"Michael
Phelps,
of
course.
"Who doesn't think Michael Phelps
woman is the oldest swimmer opposite gender.
ridiculous, not to mention
I'm always representing my 'cus."'
is a legend now?"
in the Olympics. She also
Where can co-workers. management
he's not too bad looking."
displayed great sportsmanship and subordinates draw the line between
harmless joking and sexual harassment?
when she stood up for
Of course there are laws and rules
her fellow swimmer."
- against this type of inappropriate behavior, but does that mean it doesn't happen?
No.
The cost of bringing a hard-to-prove
sexual harassment suit to court is several
thousand dollars. Adding in the scrutiny
of the press and unemployment, what
entry-level employee would choose to
bring up a complaint?
I'm here to tell you that little fairy tale
of equal opportunity employment is
about as true as 'The Little Mermaid."
Sex sells, right? So many young women
arc faced with an.ethical decision: Work
the system to their advantage or fight for
<
I I
I
'':1 • J
equality.
I ' ,
If the boys' club isn't playing by the
rules, why should they have to?
The choice is all too easy.
They curl their eyelashes, slip into sexy
black stilettoes and pray their boss likes
their new shade of lip gloss- great for the
occasional brown nosing and butt kissing
in which they will undoubtedly be participating.
Before long, these women are the
employees of the month, sipping lattes
and skipping rungs on their way to the
top of the corporate ladder.
All that for the small price of their dignity and setting the feminist movement
back a hundred years.
Also, they should never be initiated if
Value-based organizations are suphave heard in favor of activities that
Ladies, I'm here to tell you there is a
In
they haven't met the status quo. includwould be constituted as hazing.
posed to demonstrate such values of
better way.
integrity, selflessness and honor. All
•Hazing works. We can guarantee that
ing grades and organization tests. ConObviously, there are various shades of
sequently, they earn their letters
they will be with us no matter what.
Greeks are a part of a specific valuegray when it comes to communication,
through passing their required tests.
based organizations. As Greeks, we
•We are building cowards.
worl..ooplace dynamics and gender roles.
Their ultimate and only punishment is
build this image with actions, not talk.
•We must t::nsure the new members
What about welcomed flirtations and
Yet behind our philanthropy and comthe possibility of being voted out during
want to be in this organization, and
building positive relationships with cothe new member program by the active
munity service lies a darker truth. How
therefore should earn the right to wear
workers of the opposite sex? T hese are all
members. Earning Greek letters any
do we start acting right?
our letters.
very important in the development of a
other way is wrong, unnecessary and
Let's begin with our new members.
•We had to do it, and we became great
happy, healthy work environment; howcounter-productive. People who claim
leaders. so why change something that
Every fraternity or sorority has a period
ever there is a fme line between harmless
they have to earn them any other way
of time following rush week that helps
works?
fun and damaging words.
have power issues.
•We need to make them like a clenched
acquaint the new member with the valGuidelines for good communication:
ues that define the organization and its
fist, very close to each other.
By appealing to active members who
•Erring on the side of caution When you
endured hazing activities in the past, a
other members. Moreover, the new
Let's deconstruct the arguments.
are just getting to know people, observe
Andrew
First, simply because something
correlation vs causation argument
member program should help teach the
appropriate communication flrst and then
becomes evident. Correlation and cauBeckman
works, or it is easy. does not mean it is
individual how to act in accordance
follow those rules of communication.
right What matters is how we educate.
sation are very different. Causation
with their specific values.
•Dressing to impress does not mean less
Andrew Be~kman is
brings correlation, but not necessarily
It will never matter if the associate
The basic goal of membership orienDressing up is fine, but remember your
a senior from
the converse.
answered his phone every time you
tation programs should continue well
workplace decorum and follow it. Casual
Louisville, Ky.
One of many flaws to that argument:
called for a sober driver. What will matpast initiation. This is the best solution
Friday doesn't always mean halter tops
tt::r is how we built · them to be
what if the persons leading said group
for sustainable success of a values
and flip flops.
men/women of character. What and
bad leadership traits prior to being
based organization. What's the biggest
•Stand up for yourself If someone keeps
why questions should always be dictatexposed to hazing? The correlation is
obstacle presented to the organizations
making comments that make you feel
ed by how.
coincidental and does not warrant hazwhich want to be the catalyst for
uncomfortable, tactfully speak to them in
Secondly, cowards? A coward shows
ing as the cause.
change-hazing? Hazing eventually leads
private. If people are joking with you,
Additionally, forcing people to be
dishonorable fear in the face of danger
to power issues. Power issues lead to
they may have no idea their comments
close with another is a temporary fix.
or pain. What danger and what pain are
drug and alcohol abuse. Drug and alcoare offensive.
And yes, you are coercing them if you
you talking about? Educating college
hol abuse lead to death.
•Mind your P's and Q:s Remember, in
tell them they cannot initiate until they
Hazing is not simply about the particstudents about a values based organizafirst-job situations you are still pretty low
have proven their bond unbreakable.
ular activity, it is also about the power
tion is not the military. Upon initiation,
on the totem poU. Your words have a
Actives should find the connections
dynamics operating within the group or
members will not have a M-16 and be
huge impact on people's impressions of
among' the group and capitalize using
deployed for active combat. New memaround the activity.
you.
ber education builds productive and
specific and broad team building activiBeware of the ego.
As long as both sexes apply these siminvolved active members. not long-term
ties or pro-active tasks.
Ego does help take personal ambition
p le rules in dealing with co-workers most
New members are our future. So why
associate members. What they do durand create success, but it also fosters an
sticky situations, hurt feelings. and misincan't we act as values-based role moding their new member education period
atmosphere of power struggle. These
terpretations can be avoided.
els. Do not permit actions which conpower struggles are where hazing acts
is miniscule in the larger picture of
tradict those values.
their career with the organizatio!loccur. Below are sample arguments I
Alaina Zanin is the opinion editor for
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Greek hazing degrades values of philanthropic organizations
My
Opinion
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The Murray State News. She can be
reached at alaina.zanin@murraystate.edu.
,,

Write.to us
The Murray State News welcomes commentaries and letters to the editor. Letters should be 300 words or less. contributors should include phone numbers for
verification. P1ease include hometown. classification and title or relationship to the University. Commentaries should be limited to 600 words. The Murray State
News reserves the right to edit for style, length and content. All contributions should be turned in before Wednesday of each week via e-mail or thenews.org.
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Believe it or not, the wheels at Murray State keep on
turning even after amajority of the campus heads off for
internships and sunny beaches. Students return to Murray
State this fall to find changes in residential colleges,
administrative positions and abudget outlook.
Complied by Mia Walters
Assistant News Editor
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B~~ard approves proposed University budget cuts

Graves county Commonwealth Attorney resitns

WORK ZONE

In a special May 30, the Board of Regents
approved the proposed cuts to the 2008·2009
University budget.
llllll.lllfar
• : :rhe largest cuts were made from women's
rowing, library holdings and the Breathitt Vet·
crinary Center. according to the Budget
Reduction Worksheet.
L----.-J
. Mandatory and administrative fees were added to the KIIS
program, creating a revenue of $175,000.
: The Board of Regents told University President Randy Dunn
to make the necessary $2 million in cuts, Dunn said.

. Mike Ward, the Commonwealth's Attorney for
the 42nd Judicial Circuit. ~iped July 14 as part
of a gully plea. made in Graves District Court, for
driving under the influence.
As part of Ward's plea agreement from his second offense, foUowing his eatUer DUI charge in
March within the Marshall District Court, he
agreed to a.six-montb jail sentenc of which he wU
spend seven days in Jail and 173 days of probadon.
a $500 fine, at least 30 days of in-patient alcohol
treatment program -and a 12·tnonth driver's
license suspension. accodiug to the Prosecutors'
Advisory Council

.'

.·

Jacobs assumes new campus position, replaces Watts

New Deputy to the president josh
JacObs, formerly special projects coordillator in the Office of the President,
was promoted to chief of staff. Jacobs
bepA workiog at Mur,ray State in February ot 2001.
Becky Watt$. tl).e previous chief of
staff. now holds the same position at
Ohio Univenicy, Jacobs said.
•Becky bas been a friend, .a mentor
and a wonderful Murray State employ·
ee,• Jacobs said. "She will be missed,
JOsh
and Will make an immediate difference
Deputy to the
at the new inst.ltution."
President
The chief of staff"* as the surropte of DUnn in hiS absence, Jacobs Said.
·
"I will act as lils eyes, em and anout~ wben he is gone or out
• o( the room." be said.
Jacobs lho irlept'teme el-tbe ,.,oDIIibWties from his previ·
' ous position. ' ucb as representing the president at Student
:• •. Government Association U.IJIIiii'M~
_ _., ........

Jacobs

Campustours go virtual through YouTube
Kri~tcn

Millertrhc New~

Contructin continues on the NewRichmond Colleoe. which will open next fall.

Administrators make progress on the New Richmond College
Construction began this summer on a new Richmond College, the
most recent addition to the residential college circle.
"It willl\lOk a lot like New Clark,n Andrew Hursey, Residential Col·
lege Association president, said. "It's like comparing Franklin and
Richmond. They'll just be very similar."
The total cost of construction is approximately $13 million, Kim Oat·
man. director of facilities management said.
'New Richmond is being built on Waldrop Street, between Hester Col·
lege and the intramural fields, and Is estimated to open to students in
fall2009.

Friday just doesn't come
soon enough.

People from across the globe can take a virtur·
al tour of Murray State University via YouTube.
Stan Marinoff und
Chris Haynes. both of
Broadcast Media Services, ~umplc~ed the
I
productwn w1th the
help of two student
ambassadors.
The video takes
viewers through each main area of camps and
informs them about each adaccmic college and
the school of agriculture.
Students may view the
video at
youtube.com/user/murraystateuniv.
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Stay up-to-date with aU of the campus
news without waiting for Friday.

thenews.org

Purchase
for 515.00
and a free mua for a Rmited
time onlY.
REDFL\IABLE AT ANY JOOD SERVIW OPERATIOS

CoUPOO is redeemable at all
retail food service OPerations
servint fountain drinks. teas
• driP around coffee.
J

for all fountain soft drinks,
teas & drip ground coffee .
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Campus living

Food Services institutes dining facility change~
Ashley Edwards
Editor in Chief
Times, they are :1 changing.
and that includes Murray
State's Food Servic<:s. Not only
are the menu and variety of
food changing in Winslow Din·
ing Hall, Dunker's Deli and the
Thoroughbred Room, but several structural and operating
changes have also gone into
effect with the new schoo l
year.
Food Services Director,
Richard Fritz said those who
eat at Winslow will notice
many changes wht•n dining.
Students must now swipe their
Racercard before entering
Winslow and can no longer sec
the food being served before
making the purchase.
"This is how 99.9 percent of
meal systems work in this
country," Fritz said. "(The old
system) didn't function how it
was meant to be."
Frtiz said the change will
eliminate long checkout lines
and help ensure the students'
meals are still warm when they
eat them. He said students will
now be able to get in and get
their food faster, and it will
prevent those who did not pay
for a meal from eating for free.

"Our goal is to protect the
intt.•grity of the meal plan system for those that have paid,"
Frtiz said.
The new system also allows
students unlimited eating. Customers are only all()wed to get
one entree at a time, but may
return as many times as they
wish. New menu items such as
calzones and toasted subs were
added, and personal pan pizzas
are also available during dinner hours.
The to-go policy has also
changed. Students who want to
take their meals with them will
tell the cashier when paying,
who will give them a to-go container, utensils and cup. To·go
bowls will no longer be available and students can only get
one entree.
Fritz said doing away with
to·go bowls is an attempt to
produce less waite. He said
about 95 percent of the products used by Food Services are
now biodegradable.
Frtiz said he is aware some
people may be upset by the
changes, but he said he thinks
the changes will ultimately
improve Food Services.
uwe know it's not without
challenges,'' Frtiz said. "But,
we'll work that out as we move

along. We're making that point
to try to put 01;1r best foot forward and improve."
Amber Thomas, junior from
Summit, Mo., said she dislikes
the new system at Winslow so
much. she canceled her meal
plan. She said it is unfair to
have to purchase before even
seeing the food.
"Everybody is going to want
to see the food before they buy
it," Thomas said.
Thomas said she didn't think
the new system has cut down
the lines at all so far this
semester. She said she heard
the line had only been moved
outside and the line of students
simply wrapped outside of the
building.
In addition, Thomas did not
agree with the one entree limit.
Students who pay for a meal
plan and want to take food togo should be able to without
being limited, Thomas said.
Joe Gilland, sophomore from
Benton, Ky., said although the
changes are small, he has
noticed a difference. He said
the line moves faster and there
is less traffic going into the
dining area.
"I think it's better than last
year," Gilland said.
He said he does not mind not

being able to sec the food
before he buys it because he
eats at Winslow for most meals
because of his meal plan.
Fritz said the T-Room and
Dunker's Deli were also renovated to create a better func·
tioning atmosphere. Fritz said
the T-Room changes have
doubled the size of the serving
area when he first took the
position as director in 2006.
"We're trying to make some
phased facility renovations,"
Fritz said.
The T-Room floor has been
replaced and new seating areas
were constructed in.c;ide and
outside the doors to the room.
Fritz said he plans to move the
fountain drink machines from
the serving area to the seating
area in December so students
can get reftlls more easily.
Fritz said Dunker's Deli
received almost aU-new equipment and has been restructured to resemble a sandwich
chain such as Quizno's. He said
all of the changes made to the
dining facilities on campus are
part of an attempt to increase
the quality and consistency of
the service.
Ashley Edwards can be
reached at ashley.edwards@
murraystate.edu.

Misty Hays/TheN~

The newfood Services policy requires students to swipe their cards.
before eatiOCJ at Winslow Dlnlfl() Halt
·

one til..o.t 1mx

One takM,cup lfth alid
Pliltic utensils
1. . . . till Clldlmlnbnllt*-.tll lllilllll
2. CITy Ill . . . . .............. eat . ...
3. . . . . . ,.. • fit ill,... . boa

Across campus
University receives funds

Professor advocates program

Palmer part of music program

The Murray State University Center for
Telecommunications Systems Management
received more than $1 million and a 24-month
contract by National Institute for Hometown
Security May 12.
Ultimately, thc goal of the contract is to produce computer software capable of updating
data conditions from all service agencies in the
region including telecommunications. law
enforcement, medical, gas, electric and transportation.
.
The aid is particularly focused on earthquake
recovery.

Tom Lough, associate professor and director
of Project 50·50, is working on a grant proposal
to fund a three·year basis for other schools to
include Japanese language and culture courses
in their curriculum.
.Project 50-50 is a three-year grant program
administered by Murray State University.
Masayo Nakamura, a full-time teacher, lead
several Japanese students from Murray High
School and Calloway County High School, to
receive 17 first-place at the State World Language Festival held at the University of Kentucky in Lexington, Ky.

Murray State welcomed Christopher Palmer,
former general manager and senior vice president of marketing for Warner Bros. Records in
Nashville. Tenn.. in June, to the newly added
music business program.
Palmer will manage the music business program under the College of Humanities and Fine
Arts.
The new program will combine musical curriculum while adding a business influence.
Students interested in performance, public
relations, management, publishing and songwriting fit the framework for this program.

Cofer selected for committee !

Jody Cofer, Murray State program spec~i$t
for undergraduate research and scholarly activity and the McNair program, was chosen to be a
part of the planning committee for the 2009
national summer meeting of the Equality Federation.
This past summer's Equality Federation
included UO leaders across 34 states among 21
groups advocating civil rights.
"Our .state founded Equality FederatiQn tO
ensure our st ate o r1anizations have tbe
resources necessary to do their work," T-oni
Broaddus. director of the EF said.
·
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In the fall of 1976 Sunset. Boulevard opened to be the best Record Store In West Ky.
Withln a year we added car stereos to our mix with the same goal. 31 years later the
goal ill the same.... This is what we do and we take great pride in doing it well.

DAILY LUNCH SPECIALS
HAPPY HOUR 2- 6 p.m.

SA
0MI'-t

• New & Used CD's
• Quick Special Orders
• Quality Car Audio & Video
• iPod Intergration

•

~•

Menu:
• Satelitte Radio
• Navigation Systems
• Remote Starters & Sercuity Systems
• Best Damn Installation In West Ky!

Sunset Boulevard Music
1109 Chestnut St.<Next door to Wendy's>
Murray, KY 753-0113
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Head Coach Matt Griffin coached hisplayers after the completion of their preseason. The Racers competed In an Inter squad scrlmmaoe Monday at Roy Stewart Stadiumto prepare for Thursday's game against Lambuth.

Murray State Alumnus selected to officiate in Beijing
I

Kyle Rogers

and Murray State alumnus Brian Darling, both
USSF National Referee.;.
McGee and Darling worked with Quisenberry and gave him the opportunity to officiate
to~levcl youth and adult tournaments.
Darling was rt.><:cntly inducted in the United
States Adult Soccer Association Hall of Fame.
Quisenberry played at Louisville Male High
School. He w;1s an athletic trainer while at
Murray State and ufticiatcd local youth and
high school games in the Murray area. Q!.tisenberry spent a week officiating in Portugal in
2003 before he became a FlFA referee. He also
teaches health and personal fitness classes at
Taylor Middle and High School in Pierson, Fla.,
and is a certified athletic.: trnincr.
Ross Melonn, director of Career Services
said he is a long-time friend of the Quisenberry
family. Melo:m is also a USSF and NCAA soccer refen•c.
"Kermit always spoke about his desire to
become one of the best :;occcr officials in the
U.S.," Meloan said. "He worked tirelessly at
honing his skills through physical training and

Staff writer
While many tune into the Olympics nightly,
one former Racer is experiencing the action
flrst-hand.
· Murray State alumnus Kermit Quisenberry is
representing the United States in China as a
Men's soccer referee.
Quisenberry, a
Louisville, Ky. native, is one of six International Federation of Association Football referees
·officiating for the 2008 Olympic Games.
• Quisenberry received his bachelor's degree
in health education in 1993, and master's degree
Jn outdoor recreation from Murray State.
"I am extremely excited and honored to be
representing the United States of America as
.well as other soccer officials of the world,"
,Quisenberry said.
Quisenberry started playing soccer for
Sawyer Youth Soccer in Louisville and became
-a part of Kentucky Youth Soccer in 1984.
At 16, he attended a United States Soccer
Federation clinic taught by John David McGee
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classes to develop a national reputation a~ a
young. up-and-coming referee. Kermit has also
been on television many times as an assistant
referee in Major League Soccer competitions.
It's been a real pleasure knowing him for all
these years and watching him attain his dream
job.
"The opportunity to represent your country
as an Olympic official is an honor few can discuss. Kermit will do a fantastic job. not only as
a representative of the United States, but also
Kentucky and his alma mater Murray State
University, which he refers to often."
As of press time, Quisenberry officiated in
three games. On Aug. 7 he officiated Korea vs.
Cameroon, Aug. 13 Australia vs. Cote D'lvoirc.
and Aug. 16 Argentina vs. The Netherlands.
While in Beijing, Kermit and the other United States officials have kept a blog about their
experiences in China.
You can read those comments at olympicrefs.blogspot.com/.
Kyle Rogers can be reached at
kyleJogers@murraystate.cdu.

photo courtcosy oi \VWw.kysoccrr.nct

Quisenberry just before officiating a FIFA soccer game.
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Awhole new
world ... of
collegiate
athletics
As many of the freshman have probably
realized by the end of their first "official"
week as a Murray State student, nothing is
the same in college.
Some things I quickly found out as I
ignorantly entered my freshman year
(from an all-girls
Catholic
high
school) were my
classes weren't
the same, my
room wasn't the
same, the parties
I went to weren't
the same and my
friends weren't
the same. But the
thing that hit me
the
har dest,
someth ing
I
r
Alison
never
thought
would change for
Mugler
me, was sports.
Sports Editor
Sports weren't
the same.
Entering the world of sports at the colle-giate level is like hopping on the magic
carpet and into the skies of Agraba with
•
ElainC' Kight!Thc Nev.'S
Aladdin; A Whole New World, to put it
lightly.
1 The women's volleyball team took a quick break durl119 practice, while Head Coach David Schewpker talked to the women about their strategy to succeed In conference play.
I was a good athlete in high school. I had
<lwards and honors my senior year; so of
course that meant I would be successful in
college sports from the start, right? Wrong.
What I failed to take into account was,
every teammate I would have for the next
four years was flying just as high as I was
Ricky Martin
With seven new players on this year's roster,
"We definitely want to do well for the seniors and • •
their senior year of high school.
Schwepker
said
their
leadership
will
be
a
key
Contributing
writer
win it for them," Cunningham said.
What once was a First Team All-State,
component in what he hopes will be a successful
Schwcpkcr said he bcli<.!vcs the major goals his ••
All-Conference, all-everything selection in
· After a first-round loss to Tennessee State in
season.
team
has discussed arc simple: Winning the OVC
high school would quickly disappear uponlast year's OVC Championship Tournament, the
"I
want
to
step
up
and
be
a
leader,
and
the
and
hosting
the Championship at Racer Arena in ,
entering college. Simply put, your team is
Murray State volleyball team is expecting bigger
freshmen are all doing a great job in practice,"
)ate
November.
.
most likely made up of 80 percent of those
things for 2008.
Norris
said.
The
Racers
open
their season Aug. 29 at the ... ,
all-everything high school athletes, so
Finishing fifth overall in the OVC with a 16-15
Norris was named to the 2008 All-OVC prt•sea·
James
Madison
University
Days Inn Invitational
what makes a particular freshman any dif·
record, 13-7 in conference, the Racers plan to surson
First
Team.
::~gainst the University nf Virginia, who have two ,
ferent?
pass already high expectations set by their No. 4
Two players the Racers are very excited about
players on the 2008 Ali·ACC preseason team.
Unfortunately that concept is something
ranking in the OVC preseason poll.
this
season
include
Xiaoyu
(Jade)
Guo
and
Long
The Racers arc also slated to face New HampI think a lot of incoming collegiate athletes
Morehead State University is the preseason
Ga
(Logan)
Su,
both
of
whom
ended
their
high
shire
and the hosting Dukes where they will get a
have yet to grasp. 1 for one had a hard time
favorite followed by Tennessee Tech University
school careers playing at Bao Tou High School in
look at senior lil.-.ero Jena Pierson, who was voted
understanding why I wasn't the center of
and Southeast Missouri State University with
Inner Mongolia, China.
one of the top 14 Div~ipn l vollc}•ball players in 1
attention on my team anymore. I mean, I
Tennessee State University and Jacksonville
Gou, an accomplished'Serter, and Sti, a power·
the COUfttr)'.
4
was playing just as hard and had the same
State University rounding out the top six.
ful outside hitter, will provide strength to an
The women are scheduled to play in the Belamount of talent as I did in high school, but
Head Coach L>avid Schwepker said he is opti·
already strong returning class and excellent
mont University and the University of Alabama
what I eventually found out was, so did the
mistic about his team's chances this year and is
incoming
class.
tournaments before opening conference play on ,
rest of my team.
looking for "str:ong leadership on and off the
Sept.
Kelli
Joh
nson
and
Kayleah
Sauer
both
of
16 at the University of Tennessee-Martin.
What I think takes a while for many new
court'' from the team's only two seniors, Heather
Louisville, KY. Cassy Woolverton of Gideon, Mo.,
The Racers will be in action at home for the
collegiate athletes to understand is the sec·
Norris, libero from Naperville, Ill. and Alison
Teresa Krog of Elgin Ill., and Mary Cunningham
first time at 7 p.m. ~m Sept. 26 when they host
ond you wake up that first morning of preMugler, right-side hitter from Maumee, Ohio.
Eastern Kentucky University.
of
St.
Charles,
Mo.,
join
Guo
and
Su,
as
new
faceli
season, your sport becomes your life.
Norris led the Racers last year in digs (603) and
on
the
team.
Yes, you have time off here and there
digs per game (5.97) while Mugler averaged 3.31
Ricky Martin
can
be reached at •
Cunningham, who plays middle blocker, said
(which is usually occupied by some sort of
kills per game and 377 total kills, aJso team bests.
the
freshmen
are
dedicated
to
performing
well.
richard.martin@murrayscatc.cdu.
11
team activity), but everything you say, do
and think from then on will directly or
indirectly have an effect on your sport and
your team; and if you have yet to see that,
brace yourself.
Spending some of my summer in Murray
was what initially sparked my interest in
writing this column because 1 was fortuimprove from last year, but most
In addition, team membcrs are
nate enough to hear the countless "Yeah, Elizabe th Johnson
of all, they are keeping their eyes
looking forward to contesting
I'm gonna start," and "Yeah, we just won Contributing writer
on the goal of winning the OVC
amongst some of the strongest
state so my coach knows how good I am."
Under
the
direction
of
Head
championship
title.
collegiate teams in Kentucky at
Please, state-shmate. Everyone in college
Coach Dereck Chavis and AssisThe 2008 preseason OVC poll
the Greater Louisville Classic
seems to have won state, or come very
placed the Racers to finish second
before heading to the OVG chamclose. It's like an unwritten prerequisite to tant and Long L>istance Running
Coach
Chris
England,
Murray
at
the
end
of
the
season,
below
pionship Nov. I in Cape
collegiate athletics.
last year's ch ampions, Eastern
Girardeau, Mo.
Now, Im not trying to be Debbie Down- State's 13 runners have endured a
Similarly, the men's cross coun·
Kentucky University.
er, or insult the freshman athletes in any- summer of tedious physical
preparation
in
the
form
of
orgaWith
utmost
confidence,
Engtry
team is shaping up with added
way because I was in their same shoes
land said he believes this pre-seadepth and talent to their already
three years ago and had the same thought nized training.
This summer training was initison pick will increase the confi·
core group of returners.
process that I am discussing. What my goal
ated
with
the
hopes
that
it
would
dence
and
overall
progression
of
Unable to compete in the 2006
to get out of this is for these incoming aththe team.
season due to the small roster,
letes to come to this realization early on, help the team improve from last
" Being picked second in the
their performance at the NCAA
so he or she can then decide how they will year's seastln.
Mentally, England said his runpre-season poll shows improveSoutheast Regional and their
go about making themselves stand out or
ners arc more than prepared.
ment over last year and the team
eighth-place finish in the OVC
becoming successful on their team.
"After being ranked seventh in
is gaining respect from other con·
championship last season, has
The thing that will set one newcomer
ference schools," England said.
England hoping the team will con·
apart from the other is not how close they the 2007 pre-season OVC poll and
then
prevailing
to
win
fourth
"A
conference
victory
in
the
tinue
improving within the con·
came to winning state, but how quickly he
championship is definitely attainference.
or she truly digests the fact that when you place has been a great source of
able."
Some of the strong returning
motivation for the team," Coach
enter college sports, it's a clean slate. No
England
said.
"They
know
that
The
Racers
have
more
to
look
athletes
for the Racers arl' seniors
one knows where you have been, what
they hold potential which is a key
forward to in the upcoming
Andrew Beckman and jack Find·
awards you have gotten, or anything you
to moving up in the standings
months as they face a schedule
Icy, along with junior Andrew
have accomplished in the past.
before this season's champicomprised of bigger and better
Smithson.
It is the perfect opportunity to give your
opponents in comparison to that
"Having strong runners this
whole self to something that will undoubt- ' onship."
The Racers want to increase
of previous years.
season will allow us to leapfrog
edly give its whole self back to you in
their mental and physical strength
"Competing against these
over more teams in this season's
return.
under
the
leadership
of
last
year's
teams
will
allow
the
runners
to
OVC championship," England
Think about it, you obviously have
said.
oppose more competition and
worked hard to become a collegiate ath- No.1 runner, junior Taylor Crawgain experience before heading
"The men are now preparing
ford and lone senior Ala ina Zanin.
lete, now take the time to excel as a colleSophomore
Katclyn
Jones
is
also
the
championship,"
England
for
their fJ.rst meet this season,
into
giate athlete.
returning with sights set on
scheduled for Aug. 30 at the Midsaid .
As the 2008 season approaches,
improving last year's champiAmerican Opener in Evansville,
onship finish.
the team is focusing on establishInd.
England said he is also excited
ing a strong showing at the Miz·
Elizabeth Johnson can be
reached by email at
about the strong supporting cast
zou Cross Country Challenge,
file photo
Alison Mugler can be reached at
of incoming freshman runners.
repeat last year's victory at the
c1i z a beth.jobnson@murrayscace.
alison.mugler@murraystacc.cdu
England said the team hopes to
Evansville Invitational on Oct. 18.
edu.
Kristen Reffett sprints during a sprlno drill.

Freshman class adds to strong roster

Men's, women's cross country ready to run
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·Back-to-school
for the
outdoorsman
lifestyle
The words back-to·school are about as
to the ears of outdoors enthusiasts as nails on R chalkboard. You are
pulled from the settings of summer vacation and thrust in a classroom.
However, a savvy outdoorsman knows
how to maximize recreation opportunity
during times of
work, school and
stress.
It just takes some
forward thinking, a
St'nse of your priorities and a little
work to mesh the
life of a student and
an outdoorsman
into one.
Back·to·schoo l
coincides
with
back-to-the-woods
for serious bow
hunters
looking
forward to opening
Steve
day Sept. 6.
Miller
One of the bt.•ne· Outdoor columnist
fits of college is
being able to create your own class schedule. So, I should not have to tell bow
hunters to schedule classes that will allow
them to be in the woods early in the
morning and in the evenings. These times
are when most deer are active, especially
in tbe early season.
If you are a diehard angler, don't sweat.
Follow the same schedule as the hunter
above, but it is not that c_ritical. Fish can
be caught any time of day or night with
proper techniques to fit the conditions.
Back-to-school for an angler means the
dog days of summer arc coming to end
and a feeding frenzy is not far away.
Throughout the month of September, ,.
•.
fish will start to muve back to cooling. ~·t·• '·.,
shallow waters and terrorize the baitfish .'~ •. ''
that will •conc:rregate
in bays, creeks and .. t';i:·.'<·~·
t
C'\
I.
tributaries of the lake.
· . . ·; ·l~~ ' '
Attending school also has some advan- ·.;.-.. r-··.. · · · '
Iages. There are numerous clubs that .. ' ·
brings students with the same interest . together to form a community. The Mur·
ray State Bass Anglers and The Murray ..
State Chapter of Ducks Unlimited are
<>nly two examples of the many out there.
Also. let's not forget the residential col- •
leges and most of student housing is just a
45-minutc drive to one of the best fishing
lake and recreation area in the country.
Kentucky l.ake, Lake Barkley and Land
Between the Lakes offer students a surplus of outdoor activities. Camping, hunting. fishing, hiking and boating are the
main attractions.
Outdoor enthusiasts who are students
: · ;
need to find balancl! between academics · l ;·.
nnd recreation.. rl1tis balance is a tremen- :~
dous belp to keep the stress of college life
at bay. When th ings get too hectic and
your head can't possibly fit another equa- •
tit)n, chapter or theory it is time to go outside.
By fishing, hunting, camping or simply
taking a long walk. a connection with
nature has a way of clearing our heads, •
recharging our batteries and refreshing us
to face the daily grind of a college student. J
The key here is balance. You do not •
want to blow off classes to go hunting or
fishing every day, nor do you want to forget about your passion for the ou tdoors
and become strictly a student.
First of all, blowing off your responsibilities can put you in a hole so deep that
you will have no time to do anything outside while you are climbing out of it.
Secondly, giving up what you love in exchange for all night study sessions will
surely lead to a burn-out. If you do not
take the time to rejuvenate your mind.
body and soul. you will become stressed.
exhausted and maybe even depressed.
Hack-to-school should not mean the end
to outdoor frt.•edom. Sure we have obligations that need tending to, but there are
opportunities to connect with nature all
around Murray State. And maybe, just
maybe. your professor will excuse an
absence if you tell him you were out , ... ,
tracking a huge buck on opening day. _ ~ ·' .. '
~oothing

file photo

ESPN ranks Racers among
nation's best programs
Tim MacAllister
Staff writer
The Murray State Men's basketball program is ranked 30th in ESPN's list of the
most prestigious basketball programs of
the modern era.
The Racers were picked based on a
strict point system that factors in regular
season titles, conference tournament
titles and winning percentage.
These rankings started in the 1984-1985
season, when the NCAA men's basketball
tournament went to 64 teams.
The men have won the regular season
Ohio Valley Conference title 13 times in
that span and the conference championship ll times. The Racers also had a
winning percentage of .669 during the
timeframe.
With this criteria, the Racers claimed a
spot ahead of teams such as No. 31 Villanova, No. 32 Oklahoma State and No. 33
Georgia Tech.
The past and present Racers also fell
close behind Purdue, Maryland, Ohio
State, Gonzaga and Stanford.
Murray State's high winning percentage

over the past 24 years also greatly factored in to the Racers' ESPN ranking.
The 21 consecutive winning se;~sons is
something the Racers would Like to carry
on again this year. According ESPN.com.
this 21-year streak is good for fifth best in
the nation.
"Being ranked No. 30, the h ighest true
mid-major. is quite a distinction and
speaks volumes about the success Murray
State basketball has experienced over the
past 25 years," Murray State Athletic
Director Allen Ward said.
Ward said the Racers hope to fu lfill the
high expectations that come with this
ESPN ranking.
Although Racers Bruce Carter and Ray
George graduated, the team will have
seniors Tyler Holloway and Kevin
Thomas, and junior Danero Thomas
returning as key consistent starters for the
Racers.
The men remain in training in preparation for the upcoming season with hopes
of bringing back a tournament bid to Murray State.
Tim MacAllister can be reached ar
timotby.mac~lJjstcr@murraystatc.edu.

ii lc photn

(Photo Left) Senior point guard Kevin Thomas pushes the ball up the
court at a game last season. (Photo Right) Senior point guard Tyler Hoi·
loway returns this season, as a valuable component to the team's success on both offense and defense.

Woinen finish camp, kick-off season at home versus J3ehnoi1t
M atthew Middlebrooks ·
Contributing writer
With th e new school year comes new and fresh
seasons for Murray State athletic teams.
After finishing third in the Ohio Valley Conference a year ago, the Lady Racer soccer team
hopes to finish this season atop the OVC standings. The team spent the summer hard at work to
· prepare for upcoming games.
The fllst key victory for the Racers this season
came when head coach Beth Acrcman and assistant coach Kevin Botterill were able to land the
No. I recruiting class in the OVC, according to
"Soccer Buzz Magazine."
"The freshmen, have really helped improve our
team, and bring in styles that compliment those
of all the upper classmen," senior defender Kellyn Robison said. "We are a young team, and
they should really help us out throughout the season and have an impact."
The Racers opened camp a few weeks ago and
with eight new freshmen coming from places
ranging from Benton, Ky., to Oslo, Norway, and
even Rugby, England, team building was a nE!cessity to get ready for the upcoming season.
To help get better acclimated to their new
teammates and environment, the Racers stopped
for an outdoor adventure on their way to camp.
"We lived in cabins for two days," Acreman
said. "We wanted to let everyone get to know one
another and get comfortable and teach the freshman what it meant to be a Racer."
The team members thought the experience

Rifle remains
on target for
fall due to
experienced
veteran class

gave them time to bond together off the field, ami
get to know one another on a more personal
level.
"On the field everything is strictly business,"
Robison said. "But this retreat gave us a chance to
get to know the new girls on a more pl.'rsonal
level, and gave us a chance to bond as friend~
rather than just teammates."
The second big accomplishment of the offseason came a few weeks ago, when the Racers were
picked tel finish second in the OVC.
Hlts great to be recognized in the preseason
polls but once the games start is when it really
matters. all the preseason stuff goes out the window, and we have to work hard to achieve what
we want," Acreman said.
The Racers will have a chance to quickly prove
what they are made of and where they st:tnd as
they open conference-play on Sept. 26 against the
defending champions-also the team picked w
win the conference title again-Southeast .Missouri State.
"It's great to be picked second and be able to
see that we are getting respect," Robison said.
"But our ultimate goal is to finish on top, and it all
starts with knocking off SEMO, and claiming the
top spot."
With the season just days away, the Racers
have high expectations for the season, and certain
goals they hope to achieve.
"I feel that we have improved every season that
I have been here," Acreman said. "Our big goal
this year is to continue improving and have a better conference record this year than we have had

WUI Pinkston
Contributing writer
The Murray State rifle team looks
to be on target again this season for
another shot at the OVC and NCAA
Championships with returning
shooters Harley Jette, Kasey Meyer,
Erica Meece and freshman Ashley
Rose.
Despite the graduation of senior
shooters Dan
Belluzzo and
Cameron Hicks the team still seems
very optimistic, yet cautious of its
chances this season.
"There's a lot of teams out there
that are good at shooting," former
shooter Kevin Witbrodt said.
Witbrodt, Senior from Sunset
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Tara Isabell returns a ball against Bowlinq Green last season.
in the past."
The season kicks off at 3 p.m. today at Cutchin
field as the Racers take on Belmont Univcrsitr.
Macthew Middlebrooks can be reached at

mattbew.midd/cbrooks@murraystatc.edu.

Hills, Mo., received his second
straight OVC Medal of Honor for
highest conference-wide GPA in
addition to being named to the All·
OVC Smallborc First Team and AIIOVC Air Rifle Second Team for last
season.
Witbrodt, with teammates Jette,
Meyer, Belluzo and Hicks won the
smallbore competition in the 2008
OVC Rifle Championship, but
ended up finishing second to Jack·
sonville State.
Later in the season, during the
NCAA sectional in Jacksonville,
Ala., Murray Stale again finished
second to Jacksonville, losing br 12
points, ended up keeping the team
out of the NCAA Team Rille Cham-

pionships, for the second time since
IY80.

Shooters Hicks and WitbruJt
qualiliL•J in smallbore, as did Meyer
in air rifle. as individuals for the
NCAA nifle Championship.
Hicks finished 12th and Mercr
finished 19th. while Witbrodt was
named to the NRA All-American
Second Team . .
The rille team kicks off its season
Sept. 27 with an OVC conference
mitlch against the University of
Tennessee-Martin at humc on the
l'at Spurgin Rifle Range.
The team is aiming fur high
marks and a strong start this season.
Will Pinksror1 can be rc3chcd at
wllliamplnkston@murraystate.cdu.
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Stc\·c Miller can be reached
stevcn.miller@murrar.;tate.edu.
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Each week. The News will pick some of the top plays In athletics. To submit aplay for consideration In Hot Shots, contact Alison
Mugler at allson.mugleremurraystate.edu
'1-·

U.S. swimmer Michael Phelps had a stunning t
and record·breaklng achievement wlnnlllC)
•
eight 90ld medals at the 2008 BeljiOCJ Olympia;
One of these eight 90lds was the celebrated
victory achieved by the U.S. men's 4x100m
medley relay team. The quartet. prevailed wit~
a world record·breakinQ time of 3:29.34 seconds. "Nothir19 is impossible,• Phelps said.
"With so many people sayinQ it couldn't be {
done. all it takes Is an lmaQinatlon. and that's
somethinQ I learned and something that helped
me. u In addition to his six QOid medals won In
Athens in 2004. Phelps has the most overall '
gold medals in Olympic history.

The u.s. women's ovm·
nastics team walked
away with gold and silver
medalsIn theindividual
all-around competition.
Shawn Johnson (left) and
Nastia Uukin (right)
made It 1·2 for the first
time for the U.S. women
in the Olympic all·around
competition. Liukin fin· •
ished with 63.325 points.
just six·tenths ahead of
Johnson. the reigning
world champion who
beat Liukin at the U.S.
championships and
Olympic trials a few
weeks prior. Llukin Is
the .second-straight
American to win the all·
around crown.

Photo t ourtesy of U SA-f(ymn,lslil~.org

Photo coortesy of espn.com

•

Misty May·Treanor and Kerri Walsh beat the host Chinese team Wednesday night en route to their second straight gold •
medal for beach volleyball. Tht.dynai!f duo also continued their match wlnping streak to 108. Both May and Walsh were
excited after Wfimfn9 the gold.- "WeJf" like ~arricifout there. the'Pfe$Stfti'of playing China made It pretty Intense,·
Kerri Walsh said. The two didn't drop a set to a single opponent in their Olympic run. The final match was played against
WanQ Jie and Tian Jie of China. The Americans won 21-18 ln both of the two sets.
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2008R;t~ER
~OOTBALL
Racers

vs.

Lambuth
Thurs. Aug. 28

7:00p.m.
,a t

Roy Stewart

Stadium

Campus Recreation
2008-2009 Deadlines
Softball*
Aug. 28
International Soccer Tournament
Sept. 5
Flag Football*
Oct. 7
Homecoming Run
Oct. 10
Basketball*
Dec. 11
Volleyball*
Feb.20
Soccer*
March 25

1'/u•.fim 2.50fJ.fllmi will rec:cire a
lwml lleltl.fmt

com1«W)' ofthe

Stmlc'llt G<H'('mmetll As.wcialion.

..

Ticket Office 270-809-3000 and www.GoRacers.com

RACER TAILGATE PARTY
AT OLD TENT CITY LOCATION
(All fans encouraged to attend)

Featuring the
Murr-Vegas Allstars

from 5-6:45 p.m.
FREE Pizza and
Soft Drinks
for MSU Students!

• * Denotes to a major sport

• Major sports are $45 per team
·All team captains must attend coach's meeting •
.and provide team officals
• Rosters and complete rule sheets may be
picked up in the Campus Recreation Office
(located in the Wellness Center;)
·Campus Rec. office hours 8a.m.-4:30p.m.,
Monday - Friday
• Phone: 809-6791
Please see our website for further information about Intramural sports:
http:l/murraystate.edu/carnpus/student_life/intracollegiate .sportslintramurallintramur_home.htm

SpomOI't>ll hJ til~ S.G.A. Rt•sitlelllinl College'\, Font/ Sfnice~-. ttml J o ~·fl nml Gown
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To the following faculty who received promotion and/or tenure
at the May 16, 2008 meeting of the Board of Regents.
Promotion to Professor
Accounting
Organizational Communication
Organizational Communication
Management, Marketing & Business Administration
Occupational Safety & Health
Wellness & Therapeutic Sciences
Art & Design ·
Art & Design
Psychology
Chemistry
Chemistry
Mathematics & Statistics
Mathematics & Statistics
Agriculture
Agriculture

Holly Rudolph
Michael Bokeno
Tim Todd
Bonnie McNeely
Randal Keller
Pearl Payne
Sarah Gutwirth
Peggy Schrock
Laura Liljequist
Ricky Cox
Terry McCreary
Rob Donnelly
Maeve McCarthy
David Ferguson
Jay Morgan

Promotion to Associate Professor
Joseph DeBella
Natalie Doering
Kathleen Farrell
David Kraemer
Barbara Cobb
James Clinger
James Hereford
James Rogers

Adolescent, Career & Special Education
Adolescent, Career & Special Education
Nursing
Occupational Safety & Health
English & Philosophy
Government. Law & International Affairs
Engineering & Physics
Engineering & Physics

Tenure
Solomon Antony
Joseph DeBella
William Koenecke
Kathleen Farrell
Peggy Pittman-Munke
Barbara Cobb
James Clinger
Dayle Saar
James Rogers

Computer Science & Information Systems
Adolescent, Career & Special Education
Adolescent, Career & Special Education
Nursing
Social Work, Criminal Justice & Gerontology
English & Philosophy
Government, Law & International Affairs
Biological Sciences
Engineering & Physics

:::> MSU MSU MSU MSU MSU
Cl)

::E
:J
(/)
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To the follow~ng faculty who are joining Murray State University Fall 2008.
Agriculture
Gary Atkerson
Kristy Board
Anna Doom
Brian Hoover

Agriculture
Agriculture
Agriculture
Agriculture

Business & Public Affairs
Economics & Finance
Journalism & Mass Communications •
Management, Marketing & Business Administration
Organizational Communication
Organizational Communication

Simone Silva
Kevin QuaDs
Joy Roach
Tina Coffelt
Frances Smith

Education
Meagan Musselman
Sandra Parks
Mary Ann Lander
Lynn Patterson
Susana Bloomdahl
Gerald Novak

Adolescent, Career & Special Education
Adolescent, Career & Special Education
Early Childhood & Elementary Education
Early Childhood & Elementary Education
Educational Studies, Leadership & Counseling
Educational Studies, Leadership & Counseling

Health Sciences & Human Services
Jessica Lovett
Tonia Mailow
Marian Smith
Beth Rice

Nursing
Nursing
Nursing
Wellness & Therapeutic Sciences

Humanities & Fine Arts
Cosmo Barbaro
Rorr Goggins
Timothy Johns
William Jones
Robert Nelson
Dan Shope
James Humphreys
Michael D'Ambrosio
Christopher Palmer
James Gedra
Angie Trzepacz
Vincent Elliott
Andrea Hanan
Heidi Ortega

Art & Design
English & Philosophy
English & Philosophy
English & Philosophy
English & Philosophy
Government, Law & International Affairs
History
Music
Music
Psychology
Psychological Center
Theatre
Theatre
Theatre

Science, Engineering & Technology
Michael Flinn
Christopher Trzepacz
Wafaa Fawzy
Brent Norsworthy
Donald Adongo
Craig Collins
Timothy Schroeder

Biological Sciences
Biological Sciences
Chemistry
Industrial & Engineering Technology
Mathematics & Statistics
Mathematics & Statistics
Mathematics & Statistics

University Libraries
Ashley Ireland
JilJ Mahoney
Julie Robinson

University Libraries
University Libraries
University Libraries

Continuing Education & Academic Outreach
Lt. Col. Johnny Simon

Military Science

Dr. Randy Dunn and the University administration extend best wishes to all
of the MSU faculty for a successful academic year.
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Phone: 809-5871

The Water Cooler
NationaJ news and gossip that's sure
to spice up your lunch conversation
Complied from AP reports
Latin
superstar
Ricky
Martin
is
putting away the
leather pants and
"elated to begin this
new chapter of his
life" as the father of
twin boys.
The babies were
born a few weeks ago
through use of a surrogate mother, Martin's representatives said earlier this week.
Martin will remain out of the public spotlight for the remainder of the year to
spend time with the babies.

Shaft Airport - Can you did it?
Memphis International Airport probably won't bear the name of late musician
Isaac Hayes. Arnold Perl, airport board
chairman, told the Commercial Appeal
newspaper in Memphis that the current
name best serves the city's needs. The
idea, proposed by U.S. Rep.
Steve Cohen at a public memorial service for Hayes. is expected to draft a formal letter suggesting the name change th.is
week. The 65-year-old Hayes died Aug. 10
of an apparent stroke.

Be may Uke the smell of roses, but
he doesn't do drugs
Steven Adler, former drummer of the
band Guns N' Roses, pleaded not guilty to
drug charges stemming from his arrest
last month in Los Angeles.
The 43-year-old Adler has a long histo·
ry of drug use and is facing a felony charge
of drug possession and a misdemeanor
count of being under the influence of
drugs.
Adler performed with Guns N' Roses on
the earlier albums but was ftred in July
1990.

Baby, spend your money one more
• time
The custody dispute between Britney
Spears and 'ex-husband Kevin Federline is
creating serious damage to the Spears'
camp's wallet.
Recent legal bills show the 26-year-old
Spears owes more than $466,000 to two
different Jaw firms who represented her.
Spears also agreed to pay $250,000 to federline's attorneys.

Students act out a drug-abuse skit. In the skit. they sing songs to portray what could happen if college students overdose on alcohol and related substances.

Students perform skits,
educate new freshmen

Lennox recovers
Singer-songwriter Annie Lennox is
recovering in her home in London this
week after undergoing spinal surgery to
release an impinged nerve.
The 53-year-old Lennox said the surgery
was planned after suffering severe back
spasms while attending the international
AIDS conference in Mexico City. Lennox
fans can read about her progress by looking at the blog located on her Web site.

Andrew O'Rourke
Contributing writer

Girl power goes domestic
Ellen DeGeneres and Portia de Rossi
have tied the knot, according to reports
from People and US Weekly.
A publicist representing DeGeneres
confirmed the reports and the union is
considered the most significant same-sex
marriage since California legalized them
in May.
The 50-year-old DeGeneres and the 35year-old de Rossi had a 19-person guest
list.

1

Baby bom from "Bourne Idendty"
star
Luciana
Damon,
wife of Hollywood
star Matt Damon,
gave birth to a baby
girl on Wednesday.
Gia Zavala Damon
was born a "healthy.
beautiful baby girl"
according to spokeswoman
Jennifer
Associated Prt"ss
Allen. Mrs. Damon
had one child, Alexa. now age 10, before
the two were married in 2005, and they
also have another child together, Isabella,
who was born in 2006.

Dave Mathews Band losses player
Veteran jam-band Dave Matthews Band
' suffered a tremendous loss on Tuesday
when founding member and saxophone
' player Leroi Moore died from complica• tions stemming from an ATV accident on
' his farm in Charlottesville, Va.
The accident occurred June 30, and
: Moore was released and sent home to
begin therapy when unspecified complications arose.
Moore helped define the sound of the
' Dave Matthews Band with his improvisational skills in songs such as "Bartender"
: and M#4l" Moore was 46.

Emily Kohl, junior from Ft Branch, Ind., and OP McCubbin, junior from Bardstown, Ky.,
act as a couple during a skit at Realities on Campus.
TheRealities on
Campus cast per·
formed in Lovett
Auditorium Tuesday
to a Iaroe crowd of
incomlnQ freshmen.
The actors performed skits pertaining to what stu·
dents may experience during their
college tenure.
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Laughing at STD's, watching a
rape and witnessing a drunk driver crumble on lhe witness
stand: Not your trpical first
week of college. But fur Murray
State students, it is an ongoing
tradition.
Students held the annual production of Realities on Campus
Tuesday in Lovett Auditorium.
Some skits were serious while
others were comedic.
Either way, they both conveyed important messages about
situations students may experience in a college environment. ln
addition to skits, the cast offered
advice to the freshmen of what
to do and what not to do.
"Don't Be That Guy" touched
on Facebook .stalking :ts well as
hygiene advice.
Luis Aponte, freshman from
Hopkinsville, Ky., said he
thought the production was not
only entertaining but also informative.
"I learned that it is really
important to go to class," Apuntc
said. "Also, the STD skit was an

eye-opener. I may even get into
lhc production next year. It was
pretty ~:ool."
Even though the show was
originnlly designed for freshmen
to learn from the cast, other
older students, such as Molly
Cummins, graduate student, also
took away some important
knowledge from Realities on
Campus.
..Although I am not a freshman
and I h:lVC been to here a while, I
still got a good message from the
show," Cummins said. "I am also
sure that the younger students
can take a lot from it."
Rcalitit~s on Campus not only
:tppeals to students, but professors and administrators as well.
Renita Avery-Mcriweather, Student Life Associate. said she tries
to attend the production every
year and offered tips to new
freshmen.
"Go to class," A\·ery-Meriweathcr said. "Get to know your
departments and always know
that the people at Murray Statu
are here to help you." ·
Andn..•w O'Rourke can be
reachcclnt .1ndrew.orourkc@
murraystate.cdu.
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Cinema International kicks-off new year The bird~. b~es
Sarah Bart Landolt
Contributing writer

.

After the move from Plano, Texas to Murray
his freshman year, Parker House found himself
with few friends. Then he discovered Cinema
International.
"I started goin g [my freshme n year] just
because I h ad no friends, and I saw a sign and
thought. 'That sounds cool'," Hou se, junior from
Plano, Texas, said.
r House has since become a regular attendee and
• even brings friends with him to the productions.
l Each semester, Cinema International bas a new
L roster of culturally diverse films. This fall season
f includes movies from coun tries including the
• Netherlands, India, Croatia and South Korea.
'
For those Murray State students who cannot
study abroad, the Curris Center Theatre provides
a free voyage by means of the big screen, or as
Mike Waag. professor of modern languages and
director of Cinema International, said, a "window to the world, a way of experiencing other
~ cultures."
~
For those who dislike subtitles, four of the ten
% ftlms this semester are spoken in English, including this week's "Into the Wild" directed by Sean
Penn from the US.
Based on a true story by Jon Krakaucr, the filin
focuses on the character Christopher McCand~ less, played by Emile Hirsch. Fresh out of college,
' McCandless rejects normality by escaping the
( working world and venturing to Alaska's
r untamed terrain. In the process, he experiences
1 more reality than the "real world" would offer.
Another English film on the .s chedule includes
the Oscar-nominated box-office hit "Atonement"
C featuring Keira Knightley and James McAvoy.
( The film is set in WW II and is a tale to tragic

t

love that is far from the typical romance story.
However, "The Orphanage" from Spain is
Waag's favorite because currently, "Spain is one
of the r ichest sources of film [in the world).''
Cinema International has done more for students than just broadening their perception of
fil m. For example, House said he was inspired to
take Spanish with Wagg after seeing his chnrisma
du ring the introductions of the films each weekend
knew I wanted to take a class with him after
that," House said. "I didn't even know I wanted to
take a foreign language, because in high school, I
hated it,"
In addition, professors give credit to students
for going to see the ftlms.
"I go for Spanish credit, and I think it is good'
that professors make you do that, because of the
exposu re to cultures that, otherwise, students
wouldn't get," Katie Coleman, junior from
Hard insburg, Ky., said.
Just last semester, the Curris Center Theater
was refurbished with a new sound system. DVD
projector and movie screen. T hus, Cinema International has largely evolved since it began in the
fall of 1986 when only one silent film "Metropolis" was featured.
Waag morphed an existing program at the time
by the Institute for International Studies into a
more cinematic experience.
"Everything looked pretty local to me when I
·first got here," he said. "It certainly fit with the
campus' commitment to internationalization, and
it still does."
Now, there are 10 weekends of movies each
semester selected by a committee comprised of
faculty, staff and students.
The Institute for International Studies, academic colleges and departments and other entities
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sponsor the showings. In addition, money from
the concessions goC's to support the Department
of Modern Languages.
Movies begin at 7:30 p.m., Thursday through
Saturday, in the Curris Center Theater and are
free and open to thl! public. Concessions are
available.
Sarah Hart Landolt can be reached at

1

sarah.landolt@murray~tate.edu.

!Research finds video games mentally effective
If Associated Press

BOSTON- Parents, don't put away
those video games just yet- today's
gamer may be tomorrow's top surgeon.
Researchers who gathered in
f Boston for the American Psycho·
f logical Association convention
detailed a series of studies suggesting video games can be powerful
~ learning tools - from increasing
• younger students' problem-solving
potential to improving the su turing
~ skills of laparoscopic surgeons.
One stu dy even looked at
whether playing "World of Warcraft," the wor ld's biggest multiplayer online game, can improve
scientific thinking.
The conclusion? Certain types of
video games can have benefits
beyond the virtual thrills of blowing up demons.
In one For dham University
study, 122 students in fifth. sixth
and seventh grades were asked to
think out loud for 20 minu tes while
playing a game they had never seen
before.
Researchers studied the children's statements to see if playing
the game improved cognitive and
perceptual skills.
While older children seemed.
more interested in just playing the
game, younger children showed
more interest in setting up a series
of short-term goals needed to help
them learn the game.
"The younger kids are focusing
more on their planning an d problem solving while they arc actually
playing the game, while adolescents are focusing less on their
planning and strategizing and more
on the here and now," said Fordham psychologist Fran Blumberg,
who conducted the research last
year and plans to submit it for publication. "They're thinking less
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strategically than the younger
kids."
Studies by Iowa State University
psychologist Douglas Gentile and
Dr. James Rosser, head of minimally invasive surgery at Beth Israel
Deaconess Medical Center in
Boston, compared surgeons who ,
play video games to those who
don't.
The edge went to gamer sur·
geons, they found. even after taking
into account differences in age,
years of medical training and the
number of laparoscopic surgeries
performed.
In laparoscopic procedures. surgeons use small incisions, thin surgical tools and video cameras to see
inside the body.
One study of 33 laparoscopic surgeons found that those who played
video games were 27 percent faster
at advanced surgical procedures
and made 37 percent fewer errors
than those who didn't.
Advanced video game skills also
were a good way to predict suturing abilities, according to their
study, which was published in the
Archives of Surgery in 2007.
Research Gentile and Rosser
conducted for a second as yet
unpublished study of 303 laparoscopic surgeons found those who
played video games requiring spaciaJ skills and hand dexterity performed better at those skills when
tested later compared to surgeons
who didn't play videos, Gentile
said.
"The single best predictor of
their skills is how much they had
played video games in the past and
bow much they p layed now. Those
were better predictors of surgical
skiUs than years of training and
nu mber of surgeries performed,"
Gentile said. "So the first question
you might ask your surgeon is how
many of these (surgeries) have you
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done and the second question, is
'Art· you a gamer?"'
Some videos games even appear
to sharpen scientific thinking skills.
Researchers at the University of
Wisconsin at Madison looked at a
random sample of 2.000 chat room
posts about "World of Warcraft" to
sec what the players were dis·
cussing.
The game is set in a fantasy
world where players hunt, gather
and battle to move their characters
to higher levels.
The research found the game
encouraged scientific thinking, like
using systems and models for
unde rstanding situations and using
math and testing to investigate
problems.
The vast majority of the discus·
sion participants, 86 percent,
shared knowledge to solve prob-

lcms and more than hnlf, 58 per·
cent, used systematic and evalua·
tivc processes, researchers found.
The forums show that garners :~rc
"creating an environment in whkh
informal scientific reasoning practices arc being learned," said Sean
Duncan. a doctoral student who
worked on the "World ofWarcraft"
.r eport with lead author Constance
Steinkuchler. The paper is set for
publication in the Journal of Sci·
ence Education and Technology.
Other studies conf1rmed earlier
research that found students who
played violent games tended to be
more hostile, less forgiving and
believed violence to be normal
compared to those who played nunviolent games. And those who
played more entertainment games
did poorer in school and were arc
greater risk of obesity.
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If you notice an odor of natural gas any place on campus,
call 4291 or 911 or alert someone In a nearby office to make
the report.
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"World of Warcraft" (above>is the world's blgqest multlplayer online qameand is
shown to Improve scientific thinkinq when using systems and models for leamino.

As the new Features
editor of the Murray
State News, I wanted to
hJUnch a fun and lighthearted column inspired
by some of my long time
friends - Carrie, Samantha,
Charlotte
and
Miranda. Ah, J must take
caution to any potential
since Murray
Whitney criticism,
demographics screanl
Harrod
Bible-belt. I stand up,
however, refusing to
bite my tongul!. After all, if you don't like
what you sec, we have an opinion section.
Use it.
These racy girls from next door · maybe
not- Manhattan, may seem shallow or too
materialistic at times, but when it all comes
down to it, they're fun, flirty and setting the
standard of how our dating lives should
progress.
Okay, fmc. They set the standard of every
mess a girl can easily get herself in - sometimes good and usu:tlly juicy for storytelling the next day. Their lives are guilty
pleasures for me to easily compare and
contrast how and how not I want my dating
life to evolve.
You may not even know th.1t the show
was actually inspired by columnist Candace Bushnell, who wrote the original column called "Sex and the City." She dalt with
the real-life quest for love, as does her protege Carrie.
By combining her talent as a writer and
her not-so-successful plight as a single girl
in the city, she used her initials C.B- to hit
the literary and R-rated television jackpot.
Well, obviously it's too late for me to hit a
similar jackpot with my wittiness and my
90th percentile writing skills.
Over the next semcstt.'r, however, I will
entertain you, the reader of Murray State
with stories and ndvice (you may or may
not want to take) about (drumroll. please)
the birds flying and the bees swarming in
and around the faces and pl:lccs of the guys
who don't behave and the gals who only
think they behave better.
I did some research to see how and who
coined -.the phrase .dealing with the' bkds
and the bees (if you're wondering about the
name of this column). I don't really see an
obvious con nC'ction between the two creatures, except birds have o certain connotation of love - love birds, duh. And, birds do
poop in the city where the Bradshaw girls
congregate. And. bees do follow the orders
of the Queen bee. Oh, they make honey, too.
(Thus, how we arrive at the honey-do-list).
I have the pleasure to have known a
plethora of them all: the atypically nice guy,
the bad boy, the player. the normal yet boring guy, the 1-can't·help-it-l'm-so-goodlooking guy, the l'm·frorn-thc-North-andalways·better-than-you-guy and my alltime favorite. the 1-lhink-my-tractor's-sexy
guy.
Don't worry. I don't plan to leave you out,
boys. Girls can equally be unpredictable
and unconventional in how they act. think
and breathe on a day·to-day basis.
On top of starting classt.>s and adjusting
to new schedules, you may be on the verge
of starting, continuing or ending relationships or, for a lack of better terms, "friendly'' flings. Be careful with romance and definitely have an open mind. Carrie did , after
aU, marry Big in the end of her designer
journey.
Brace yourself because maybe, just
maybe, you may find yourself one day tacking your and your love's soccer cleats and
high heels to the shoe tree in the quad.
Whitney Harrod can be reached at
whitney.harrod@murra}'Statc.edu.

TERRAPIN
STATION

If you notice an odor of natural gas (like that of rotten eggs) in
your apartment. room or outside your building at any time of the
day or night,
1. Call the Dept. for Facilities Management (4291 ) or Public
Safety (91 1).
2. Do not turn any lights or appliances on or off.
3. Open the ~indows a nd door to ventilate your apartment or
room.
4. If the odor in your apartment or room Is very strong, do not use
your telephone - leave and report it from anothe r telephone.
5. Do not re-enter your apartment or room until Facilities Manage·
ment or Emerge ncy Personnel has declared it safe to do so.
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Gas Safety Tips
-Keep all gas appliances clean and properly vented.
-Never cover fresh a ir vents that s upply air to your appliances.
-Do not store any flammable materials in or near gas applia nces.
(Especially, do not use the oven as a storage area for anything.)
-Never use your oven or stovetop to heat your apartment or dry
your clothes.
•Keep the area around your furnace and water heater clear.
·Never leave a ny food unattended while it is cooking .
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~ugus~ Blues Festival

IS music to many ears

Melanie Antonltls
Contributing writer
Though Clif Darnell is no
meteorologist, be predicts
· "Hot August Blues weather"
for the 2008 Hot August Blues
Festival at the Kenlake
Amphitheater this weekend.
· The 19th annual Hot August
" Blues Festival talces place in
Hardin, Ky., today and tomor' row and incorporates music,
food and traditions. The Kentucky
Tourism
Council
ranked it one of the top 10
summer events in recent
years.
Attendance now reaches
1,000 or more. This year's per·
formance features ll artists.
Darnell, a 26 year-old junior
said he began attending the
festival about 14 years ago,
and discovered the event simply by living in Murray.
"It represents the culture of
western Kentucky, and, without a doubt, the local music
scene," Darnell said.
Darnell said many people
have come to think of the Festival as a social event and/or
family reunion.
"Another great representation of the area is the cuisine,"
Darnell said. "Anything that
you can get on a stick, you can
fmd at the Blues Festival."
Darnell refered to the com
dogs, sausages and pickles on
a stick, as well as traditional
Southern favorites like funnel
cakes, iced tea and barbecue.
Anticipated vendors include
Stewart Boys Statewide Concessions, B&C Concessions
and Phat Skinny's BBQ,
Among cooftrmed performers is Lew Jetton. This newscaster-turned-blues artist is
known for playing guitar with
cordless amplifier while
roaming through the crowd.
Lew Jetton and the blues band
61 South will perform at 9:15
p.m. Friday.
Other coofU1Ded performers include Joe Walker,
Shawn Kellerman, Pete "Big
Dog'' Fetters, Scott Holt and 5
on Friday.
4
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Wootens bring Lovett Live outside
Jessica Nail
Contributing writer

Depending on the performers from year to year, Darnell
may only attend one evening
of the Festival, but this year
be plans to attend both.
"You can have a good time
at the Festival, rain or shine,"
Darnell said.
Attendees with boats may
choose to view the artists
from the lake. The lake can
become crowded, but it is
considered part of the Festival experience to tie boats
together and watch the performance from the water,
Darnell said.
Still, Darnell said be recom·
mends if someone is attending the Festival for the music,
reviewing the artists by land
is best.
While the festival is viewed
primarily as a social event,
according to Darnell, "The
music is what allows the
social aspect to even occur."
The festival includes fewer
local artists than in previous
years, but in an effort to
appeal to all audiences, it
includes rock and country
music in addition to blues.
Tickets to the Hot August
Blues Festival may be purchased in advance at hotaugustbluesfestival.com/tickets,
or at the gate during the Festival.
Tickets are $12 today and
$17 on Saturday. Two-day
tickets are available for $25.
Children under 12 are free.
The gates to the Festival
open at 3 p.m. today, with the
show running from 5:30 until
ll p.m. The Festival and performances begin at 10 a.m. on
Saturday and last untilll p.m.
Sponsors for the Blues Fes·
tival include Kentucky State
Parks, New Wave Communications, Kenlake Marina, Murray Bank and Marshall Coun·
tyTourism. •
The Kenlake State Resort
Park is located less than 30
minutes from the Murray
State campus.

Audience members unfolded their lawn chairs and
spread out their blankets on
the Lovett Auditorium lawn
for a cool August night of live
entertainment.
Months of preparation and
countless hours of practice led
to the debut of the 2008-2009
Racer Marching Band Sunday
night
The more than 200-member
ensemble performed in addition to one of Nashville's
soul/funk
bands,
The'
Wootens. Along with Lovett
Live, WKMS, Town and
Gown, Student Affairs Divisions, Food Services and the
Regional Special Events Center co-sponsored the event
that took place as part of
Great Beginnings.
The Racer Band started off
the concert with well-known
songs such as "I WIJI Survive,"
originally sung by Gloria
Gaynor and "What is Love" by
Haddaway, but it didn't stray
far from tradition with its performances of "My Old Kentucky Home" and the Murray
State alma mater.
The Racer Band's groundwork for the event can be
traced back to as early as this
past spring, but a few members' experience with some
songs was limited. NeverthelesS; Director John Fannin said
he was ecstatic with the band
members' ability to learn
music quickly.
"The band's performance
was great," Fannin said. "I was
totally psyched. I envisioned
it being good but it was outstanding. AU the numbers
went off well, even the ones
we were worried about. In
practice. the students have to
I · learn 30 minutes of music so
we aren't able to go over
everything as much as we
would have liked to. They had
gone through all the songs
two or three times but it is one
thing to practice something
and another to perform."
Melanie Antonitis can be
Though Heath Peach, freshreached at melanie.antonitis@
man drummer from Owensrrwrraystate.edu.
boro, Ky., said he was a little

Misty Ha~·<!The News

The Wootens. a soul/funk band from Nashville, Tenn., performed along with the Racer Band at the first ever
Lovett on the Lawn concert on Sunday in the Quad as part of the Great Beginnings program.
nervous. he thought the per·
formance went over pretty
well.
"It was my first performance with the Racer Band,
so I didn't know what to
expect, but I think it went
great," Peach said. "The audience seemed pretty excited
and we were all really
pumped about our first performance. We h.we been practicing for months so it was
nice to be ahle to show off all
our hard work."
After the Racer Band's portion of the concert was complete, many of its members,
including Elizabeth Powell,
sophomore from Murray,
stuck around to hear The
Wootens, a soul/ funk band
from the Jackson Five era.
"I think th~ Racer Band was
great tonight and it is such a
great opportunity to have The
Wootcns right here on campus," Powell said. "Two of
The Wootens play with Bela
Fleck and I really enjoy thl'ir
music."
Jason Pittman, Facilities
Manager for the RSEC, said he
booked The Wuotens for the

first Lovett on the Lawn concert because of the C.'<citemcnt
they bring to the stage and
their perfect marriagt: with
tht• Racer B:•nd.
"The Wootcns have a jazzyfusion flavor about them that
appeals to a wide variety llf
people," Pittman said. ~It's all
about showing the students
we havt• a variety of music
here at Murray state. The
Wootens have such a great
relationship with the crowd
and they arc just a funky, fun,
entertaining band. It was a
night filled for a music lover."
The Wootcns originated in
Hawaii but began in N:1shvillc
in 1991. They perform on
Wednesday nights at Third
and Lindsley Bar and Grill for
college students in and
around the Nashville area,
Reggie Woolen. guitarist for
the band said.
"We play for Fisk, MTSU,
TSU, Vanderbilt and on and
on. .Murray has been the bc:;t
ever, though," Wooten said.
"The stage help. RSEC and
everyone involved was so
professional, helpful nnd just
so nice."

Wooten said he and the
band W\luld lnve to come back
m~t year since their cxperil!ncc and audience at Murray
was so spectacular.
"We had' kids and colh:gc
students dancing with us on
stage and we could tell they
were having a good time,"
Wooten said. "We try and usc
our virtuosity to entertain
people and Murray was the
perfect audience."
Pittman s;1id he would love
to continue the Lovett on the
Lawn tradition with The
Wootens :md expand the
event even further.
wour dream was to get out
there on the quad to wt'lcome
b:~ck
students anJ that
became a reality this year,"
Pittm:ln ~aid. "Now, we hope
to continue the event year
after year and add a Gn~ck and
Residential College Road with
tons of people getting out
their blankets and bringing
their kids, frit>nds and c:..'Ommunity members to enjoy live

musk."
Jessi<:'a :N'all can be reached

at iessica.nall@murraystate.
edu.
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Group Nappy Roots stays·Hip-hop,
new album gets personal with band
and "Tinted Up."
The production and MC
work are reminiscent of early
Outkast recordings and a few
references to ATL are mentioned on the album. The
track "On My Way toGA" is
about Nappy Roots connection with Georgia. Member
Fish Scales is originally from
Milledgeville, Ga., but Skinny
Deville, B. Stille, Ron Clutch
and Big V all hail from the
Bluegrass state.
Skits in between songs
break up the album and allow
a personal feel to let the listener get to know the Nappy
Roots crew. This is an old
school rap trend that is done
to add entertainment value to
the album as a whole. Digging
into the crates of any Hip-hop
DJ would also unearth other
old school albums that usc
this format for the skit of the
album.
"Down 'n Out" is one of the
strong points on "The
Humdinger" that is accented
with vocal help from musician

Andrew O'Rourke
Contributing writer
"Humdinger - a noun. a
remarkable or outstanding
person or thing of its kind, a
Jim dandy, a whopper," so is
the dictionary introduction to
the Nappy Roots' first fulllength album in five years.
The western Kentucky Hiphop quintet is back in full
force with the release of The
Humdinger on their recently
formed record label Nappy
Roots Entertainment Group.
Living country and staying
southern is the attitude and
feeling that flow throughout
the lyrics and beats on The

Humdinger.
The Kentucky natives portray the southern gentleman
aspect of hip-hop as they rap
about non-confrontational
"Beads and Braids" and having
a "Good Day" on the album.
The boys manage successfully
to keep the dirty south sounding style on other hot tracks
such as "Swerve and Lean"

Anthony Hamilton. The lyrics
explore the downside of
achieving fame in the music
business and the struggles
that come afterward. The
lyrical composition of this
song is very honest and the
storytelling is an added bonus
that makes this track one of
the
more
memorable
moments on the album.
"Good Day" is the first single and has a catchy hook with
a clever production value.
The chorus is sung by a group
of children who state "Ain't
nobody gonna die today'' and
that in itself makes today a
good day. The bouncy beat
along with the young background singers make thls
track, a "good time no worries" type of song to uplift the
spirits and keep a positive
outlook on life. The hlp-hop
community represents all
areas of the globe and it is
refreshing to have the Nappy
Roots serve as the unspoken
ambassadors for Western
Kentucky who continue to

provide
an
outstanding
amount of energy and creativ·
ity on this latest release.
The amount of work done
for the album has been keeping the Nappy Roots crew
busy for quite a while and it
even has credits coming back
to Murray State graphic
design
graduate
Carson
Gream.
The song "Good Day·• also
has a video and can be seen on
the Nappy Roots MySpace
page. The video follows the
crew around and shows the
members
hanging
with
friends and doing what we do
best in Kentucky and that is ...
chill.
Nappy Roots latest effort is
thoroughly impressive and an
overall success of the NREG
movement. I believe that you
will be hearing much more
hlp-hop music from Kentucky
and the Nappy Roots will
have a lot to do with that.

Andrew O'Rourke can be
reached at andrcw.orourkc@
murraystatc.edu.

Mugsy's offers authentic Chicago flavors, specializes in deep dish style pizza
Baron, operates Tuesday through
Saturday and is located at 410 Main
St., about a five-minute drive from
campus. The restaurant features a
Chicago theme, house made ingredi·
ents and a menu fraught with nuthen·
tic Chicagoan entrees.
Among the various items on
Mugsy's menu was the new kind of
pizza I came to uncover Tuesday
afternoon.
I didn't know what to expect when
co-owner Jay appeared through the
kitchen.
After asking the owner what was
good on the menu, I decided to order
the Italian sausage, Chicago-style
deep-dish, a specialty of the restaurant and a "dish, that originated at
Chicago's Pizzeria Uno in 1943.
"It's built like a pie and it's cooked
in a brick or a stone-bottomed oven
... it's more like a lasagna with lireaii,"
Baron said. "It's our own recipe. our
own concoction."
I'd eaten hundreds of slices of
pizza prior to my experience at
Mugsy's, but J could think of no
memory of pizza to compare to this.
I'd eaten the pizza with the stuffed
crust, the pizza with thin crust and
even tried the pizza with pineapples
on it once in third gradl'. but this was
incompatible from pizzas before.
With the bubbling, steaming surface of tomato sauce wafting the

Robin Phe lps
News Editor
Doctors say once sugars and salts
are introduced in infants' diets they
will no longer eat food from the tiny
jars of bland, pureed baby foods like
peas and bananas
to which they
were once
so accustomed.
This theory was
the same
for me.
I
don't
know how old
I was or where I
was when I ate my first slice of pizza,
but I knew this was something I
- • : would enjoy eating forever. Naturally, with any other food eaten too
often or too much, I ~lowly became
burnt out on my new favorite food.
So~ took a hiatus from pizza. but not
for long.
Only exposed to the type of pizza
that the vast majority of Americans
order from pizza deliverers such as
Papa Johns ana Pizza Hut, I was in
awe of this new style of pizza I dis·
covered in Murray at Mugsy's Hideout.
The downtown Murray eatery, run
by Chicago natives J:1y and Maria
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A Mugsy's specialty, deep dish plua with sausage.
on St. Patrick's Day, the restaurant is
not in the best location.
, "Because we're on the center
..square ... diat's our anemma ... that's
our Achilles' heel," Baron said.
With new features like live music
and an upcoming Monday Night
Football special with a limited menu,
Baron said he hopes to d raw in a bigger crowd.
Mugsy's Hideout is a friendly
restaurant with a genuine Chicago
flare. This Murray "mom and pop"
eatery scores high in my book
because of its diverse menu featuring
entrees like baked mostacolli and
Livic's Cheesy Wcezy Stlx, its afford-

able prices and smoke·frcc dining.
So if you're looking for unique
pizza tpat:~ ~Jill within f'\mi~~r tc~~i
tory or ~~ant to make a metuprablc
c:vening out without breaking the
bank. try Mugsy'~ Hideout.
Robin Phelps em be reached at

robin.phclps@murraystatc.cdu.

-

Every other week the Features section prJ
videds an in depth look. at a specific local Mu?r!
ray restaurant.
If you have any suggestions or know of
restaurant we should highlight, send an
to whilney.harrod@murr aystate.edu.
If you have visited one of our featured eate
ies. send an e·mail to the above address.Goo
Eats!
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SUDOKU

FREE.
Play more
Sudoku and win
prizes at:

aroma of Italian spices in the air, the
deep-dish pizza sat before me. 1 had
never felt so intimidated by a food
than this.
About four inches high, the pizza's
crust looked like a bowl big enough
to feed the hungriest person's midnight cereal snack craving.
Inside the pizza was a casserole of
sorts complete with Italian sausage,
cheese and tomato sauce.
I was told to eat this with my
hands, but that just wasn't possible. I
grabbed a three-pronged fork (apparently u nique to pizza eateries) and
attempted to divulge a fourth of the
gargantuan p izza.
With a complete layer of meat that
tasted as if it had been marinating for
ages and a zest with the ideal amount
of spice, layers of cheese and thick
tomato sauce, the pizza was filled to
its capacity as the crust neld
top·
p ings like a pot of chili.
Though I'm not a meat lover, I was
completely satisfied not only by this
dish. but by the restaurant as well.
The ambience and mood of a jazz
nightclub, the red walls. Chicago
memorabilia and warehouse appearance made the restaurant feel comfortable for a social gathering.
Though Jay Baron said the Chicago/ "Cheers" (television showinspired) restaurant was busiest
before the Spring Break holiday and
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Pole Aerobics:

requirements
• Unlimited Chcd. Writing
• AI'M!Visa Debit Curd
• Free first Order of Checks
• Free Onhnt: Bankmg &
Bill Pa>

Wednesday Nights

7:30-8:30 p.m.
Only $5
Tilllllirl~J Speciill:

U rll i Ill rt P d M o ll t h Iy T <:111 n i 11 g :
S19.99 with Student 10
U~· il-1ake it Sim]'lt>l
630 N 12th St. Murray, KY 42071
(270) 759 • 4852

www.bankofcadiz.com
--Alii

808 Chestnut Street
Mu
KY 42071

Hair Salon Speci als
Highlig hts: $5 off
w ith Student ID
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Silas House autOQraphed copies of his novel, 'Clay's Quilt' In the Clara M. Eagle Art gallery In the fine Arts Building on Tuesday following the Great Beginnings· Opening Convocation.

Silas House·enlightens with college experiences
Whitney Harrod
Feature s Editor

David Borum
Contributing writer
Instead of paying attention
in college math class. Silas
House chose to block out
algebra lessons while crafting
his first novel, which would
later become the chosen book
for this year's Freshman
Reading Experience.
Incoming freshmen were
welcomed Tuesday by Ken·
tucky-native House. The lecture focused on his fiction
novel "Clay's Quilt."
The Millennia( <l:athering
of Writers at Vanderbilt University recently selected
House as on of the South's
..Ten Emerging Writers."
House has also published
other novels such as "A
Parchment of Ll·avec;" and
"The COal Tattoo."
FRE emerged ·in 2001 as :\11
effort to encourage all incoming freshmen students to pur-

chase and read a s elected text
prior to arriving on cnmpus to
facilitate the commencement
of their secondary e ducation
experience.
The goal is to develop a
profound joy for reading
among studt.'nts, simultancou~ly endorsing a community
of young intellects.
According to the FRE Web
site, the program is used as a
tool to provide a common
academic experience for
fn:shmen, introduce students
tu acadcmie life, <:reate a
greater sense of community
muong students, faculty and
staff. cmpbasb:c and improve
reading skills and make connections bctwt.'cn 1'1.!<\ding nnd
campus cultural events.
General education courses
incorporate chmmun themes
and lessons from each selected text into standard currkulum.
.Bonnie Higginson. associate provo~t fur acadcrnic p1 o ·
grams and membe r of the
FRE text selection committee.

said that the Fllli texts are a
student's first encounter with
the attribute~ of a Murray
Stall' graduate. Each FRE text
focuses on one attribute in
particular.
Higginson said the FRE
selection committee consists
of English affiliates including
coordinator Kelley Wezner,
l lon Robertson, Gary Brockwa}' and Cynthia Gayman.
House said "Clay's Quilt''
serves different purposes and
addresses different themes.
Higginson said thl' targeted
attribute addressed in "Clay's
Quilt" is sound judgment promoting healthy lifestyles.
One of the main themes
House found in the book is
the indictment of violence.
House said when he was H.
his uncle was murdered, and
the murderer walked away
without nn indictment, House
said. Whiil· writing "Clay's
Q.lill!,':__he was cw:u~Uy
learning difft•rcnt things.
"Writers write because
they are trying to figure out

something," House said. "I
The two most relevant
was trying to figure out my
themes for freshmen rc:1dcrs,
uncle's death and my own
however, arc passion and
stereotypes."
homesickness, House said.
House said passion has the
He said he wrote the book
to confront stereotypes and
ability to "lead us to a lleap of
present the beauty of the
trouble" or it may allow us to
world he knows. As a college
"get the fullness uf life."
Uecause many incoming
student, House said he experienced similar situations stufreshmen left home for the
dents still face today.
very tirst time to attend Murray State. "Clay's Q_uilt" may
During House's time in colprovide an understanding of
lege. people thought because
the natural tendencies to miss
he was from the South, he
was illiterate and onl}'
nne's home and furthermure,
enjoyed listening to banjo
provide insight on how lo
music. House, however. had
cope with hurncsickn(~ss.
his own stereotypes.
House said the major
House's town. which contheml' of' "Clay's Quilt,"
sisted of a 99 percent white
though, is ''finding yourself
Pentecostal
population,
and celebrating what you
have found." He said people
taught him to distrust anyone
from the North.
should come to terms with
their pasts in order to move
"Clay's Quilt" also focuses
on the health benefits of famon with the future.
ily unity. To be sure, "Clay's
The quilt in the novel is a
Quilt" suggests one may
major motif. Not only is Clay
~d one's family, o~ ___.gi~~t ~... !he quilt
of blood relation too, with
alsn represents the story
wise judgment regarding
telling throughout the book
friend selection.
The book, structured like a

quilt, was created by House
to pay homage tu his generation.
"I fictionalized a lot of the
characters so I could tell the
truth,'' House said...Most of
the characters were based off
people I know. Clay was
based on me and Cake was
based on my brother."
House offered advice to
incoming freshmen telling
them to go though college not
only with an open mind, but
with an open heart. He told
students not to take advantage of thl• chance 'to attend
college.
Said House: "As a college
student, know you can
encounter different people
and settings. but characters
arc more like you than you
think. Students arc also here
to celebrate one another."

Whicney Harrod can be
reached at whitncy.barrod@
~stJ1t~.edu•
Da~·id
Borum can be
reached at david.borum@
murraystatc.edu.
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7 p.m. • Lovett Auditorium

Will deliver

Monday:

Bulgogi {Sliced

are more than
$10.001

beef, carros, & white onion)

Tuesday: Pepper Beef Steak (Beef & green
peppers)

Wednesday:

Chicken Rague (Chicken with

,..
-.gar

Brothers
• Internationally.known
Bluegrass Ensemble
• Appeared
on nationally
syndicated television
and radio programs
• Award winnint,
recordings
• Great family
entertainment

.array .....

potatoes & carrots)

Thursday:

UDIVIrllty

Pork Ribs (Pork ribs covered with

IJ111pllaalc
Wlndla-1111

dark sweet sauce)

Friday: The Sampler (2 Egg Rolls, 4pc's Sweet

Dennis L. Johnson, Conductor

Upcoming special invitational
appearance at
The Kennedy Center In
Washington D.C.,Apri12009

& Sour Chicken, & 4 fried Wont-Tons served with

sweet & sour sauce)

Ticket Prices: Adults: $15
MSU Students with tO/Children Under 12: $10

Hours of Operation

715 C S 12th St.
(270) 761-ROLL
(7655)

10:30 a.m. - 8:00 p.m.
Monday thru Saturday

Advance tickets available only through

~"'

jt>,.~,.

"'-~

ticketmaster ~

www.ddcetmoster.com or by phone 1-Sn-894-4-474 or 270-809-6456.
TickPts may be purchased at the door the night of the performance .

Closed Sunday
·~
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Chrissy Rennick. sophomore from Cape Girardeau, Mo., auditioned In front of American Idol producers on July 17. Only 200 of about 10.000 people who auditioned for the elohth season of the show were chosen to advance.

Student traveled Louisville in hopes of graduating from Murray Idol to American Idol
AsbleeCobb
Contributing writer
: Chrissy Renick is no
stranger to the Idol stage.
; Last year, Renick, sophomore from Cape Girardeau,
:Mo., competed and won
W hite Idol, advancing to the
Murray Idol competition. She
fuushed second but set her
sights on a larger stage.
2l•During tlie summer, Renick
auditioned for hit TV
show" American Idol."
. "' wanted to pursue singing,
to live the American dream,''

Renick said, "I honestly don't
know why I did it."
"American Idol" kicked off
its eighth season auditions
July 17. On July 21 the bus
rolled up to Freedom Hall
Auditorium in Louisville, Ky.,
where Renick auditiened.
Though initial1y she wasn't
nervous, she had to change
her song at the last minute,
which caused some hesitation.
After waiting nearly 14
hours, Renick along with 15
other Idol hopefuls sang a 1015 second selection in front of
a panel of judges. Those who

passed the ftrst audition were
forwarded to Randy, Paula
and Simon.
Renick sang "Home," originally a country song by Marc
Broussard, with her own stylistic influences including
Fiona Apple, Alicia Keys, and
Kelly Clarkson.
"I sang it more soulful:• said
Renick. "l am not a country
girl."
Renick. however, did not
advance in the competition.
"I expected it," Renick said.
"I wasn't prepared for that
much talent, but I defmitely

view this as a learning experience."
Although Renick did not
advance, she did get to experience some li~t-hearted fun.
She said she witnessed some
of the notoriously awful
singers Idol frequently makes
stars.
"One man sang 'I Will
Always Love You' by Whitney
HoustOD," at the · top of... his
voice; this guy ,.was teriible,
and be made it through,"
Renick said.
Although she didn't move
on, in the competition this

year, Renick said she looks
forward to auditioning next
season.
"I will work much harder
next season," Renick said. "I'll
be better prepared."
Renick, who began performing in front of crowds as
a middle school student,
stresses dedication, preparation, time management and
passion as the keys to preparing and competing in "Ameri·
can Idol."
"You need to be able to go
in there and wow the judges
because everyone around you

can sing, you need to be able
to stand out from the crowd,"
Renick said.
In addition to singing,
Renick is the athletic director
for White College and part of
White Residential College
Council. She is also actively
involved in the Newman
House Campus Catholic Ministry Organization, Renick
also works at Thoroughbrewed Cafe in Regents College.
Asllley Cobb can be reached
at ashley.cobb@murraystate.
edu.
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